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SUMMARY ---
From an uneasiness with the foracasting performance of 

existing macro-economie models, emerged the idea of an 

empirical approach to the rnadeling of rnaco-economie 

processes, that takes the observed data (time series) 

about the macro-economie process as the only material 

to be used for model building" 

In this paper a theoretica! model building strategy 

is developed. The largest part, however, is devoted 

to the practice fo= one part of this strategy: the 

building of a model for one variable. 

The Box & Jenkins m0deling procedure for time series 

with many ( ~ 100) observations had to be modified for 

the short ( ~ 20) series caseo For this modified proce

dure a computer program was developed, that accepts a 

non-stationary time series for a variable and yields 

a stochastic model and forecasts up to ten years ahead 

for that variable. 

·_; 

.... ..; ·,· .. ··~· 

-:' -. •, 
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1c Introductione 

In this paper we are concerned with the _Earametric mod;.:_l: 

~- ~ng_ of macro-economie processes. The resulting.model 

should enable us (a) to forecast future values of macro~ 

economie variables, (b) to simulate the responses on 

alternative policy strategies {considered or planned use 

of government instruments) and (c) to check or create 

economie theorieso 

Building a parametrie model means to specify the form 

of the equations in the model and to estimate the para~ 

meters in this system of equations. Specifying the model~ 

form is usually done from economie theory and/or infor~ 

med guesses c In this paper we take the e!P:pi;ri?,C:l po!nt,_ 

2.f. view and try to determine the modelferm from the data 

that are available on the economie processeso These data 

are naturally arranged in the form of bistorical time 

series (:observed values in the past) for economie varia

blesc Hence the building of "time series roodels for macro

economie processes 11 is based on the idea that the dyna= 

mie behavier of an economie system is reflected in the 

bistorical time series for economie variableso 

In this time series approach the national economie sys~ 

tem is int.erpreted as a ptu_1.~2;ple i,I]put-mu.l_!.}ple g_utput 

sy_~~em, where the exogenous variables (including govern,~ 

ment instruments) are the inputs, and where some selec

ted endogenons variables (target variables) showing the 

performance of the economy are the outputso These in

puts and outputs are linked by a netwerk of causal or= 

dered economie variables, coupled by a behaviaral rel~ 

ationships, definition equations and feedbackloopse 

• 
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Under the assumption that the dynamic behavier of this 

complex system in the futurec will be essentially the 

same as in the past, a time series model serves for fore-

- casting future values of the output variables, conditio

na! on the future value of the input variables? For in~ 

put variables referring to government inst.ruments th.is 

means~ forecasting conditional on the future policyo 

The ultimate aim of the 6 time series approach' is to 

forecast as accurate as possibleo Minimization of the 

'one-period-ahead forecast error' is the most import.ant 

criterion in the identification of the modelferm as well 

as in the estimation of the parameters" 

It should be clear that this approach leads into quite 

some statistica! and mathematica! details and hence, 

for practical re sul t.s i invol ves the programming of these 

details~-

In order to avoid confusion between these technica! de= 

tails and the genera~ line of approach, this paper is 

organized in the following mannern 

fhap!:§E_l__ gives a short overview by commonly used mo= 

dels of macro~economic systems~ econometrici input-,output 

and simulat.ion modelso For these three model types we 

briefly indicate the general structure, the metbod of 

quantification (that is specificatien of the numerical 

values of the parameters in the model) and the use of a 

quantified modelc This chapter is included (a) to faci

litate the comparision of the time series approach with 

these more commonly used methods and (b) to provide a 

concretization of some terros used above in a slogan~like 
fashiono 

fhë~r ~ is devoted to the time series approach o We start. 

ln seco 3e1o with the derfvation of the structure of the 

general mathematica! model and the use of this model in 
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forecastingc Prior to foracasting however, we have to 

identify the modelfarm and to estimate the parameters 

from actual observed data, This is the central problem 

in the time series approach, and in seca 3~2" operatio

nal definitions of causality and feedback are introduced 

as the leading ideas in the identification and estimation 

of an actual time series modelo From these operationa.l 

definitions we praeeed to the formulation of a •~model 

building st.rategy l that seems to be promising. in buil~ 

ding time series modelso The last sectien of this chap

ter contrasts the time series approach with the approaches 

described in chapter 2o 

We have nat been able to bring the model building stra

tegy int.o practica o However c in S?_hè!:PJ::_~~ we repo.rt the 

theory and practice for an important part of this stra

tegy~ the building of a model for one time serieso This 

chapter relles heavily on the workof Bose & Jenkins (1)F 

althou~h we had to modify their procedure in order to 

allow for the short time series that are common in macro= 

economics, Further, in view of the relative large amount 

of variables to be processed, we have integrated the three 

parts of the Base & Jenkins procedure (identification 5 

estimation and checking), together 6 with a foracasting 

proceduref into one computer prograrnr that accepts an 

observed time series for a non-stationary varlablee and 

yields a steebastic model + forecasts for that variableo 

Attention is focussed on the technique: an interpretation 

of the resulting roodels + forecasts, 1s not given. 

The appendix gives a listing of this 'Comput~er Program 

USM~i o 
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2. Modeling of macro-economie systems. 

In this chapter we give an overview of commonly used 

~- methods in the rnadeling of macro-economie systems. 

The word 'model' is used in this paper for a set of 

mathematical equations.describing explicity, that is, 

in quantitative terms, the dynamic behavier of a system. 

So we discard qualitative or mental models, although 

most mathematical roodels are reflections of these models. 

The term 'macro-economic-system' is widely used to in

dicate the economie processes at a highly aggregated 

level within a nation-state. This agregation level is 

not the same for the types of roodels considered below, 

and large differences can also occur bebveen two actual 

roodels of the same type. The most agregated roodels deal 

with total consumption, production, investment, etc. as 

single·· variables • The desagregation of these variables ·· 

(e.g. consumption in a number of consumer groups or ar

ticles; production in a number of production sectors) 

will never go to the level of one househeld unit or one 

factory, in the roodels we consider. 

The use of macro-economie roodels also differs according 

to type and agregation level, but in general one can say 

that these roodels are used to facilitate macro-economie 

policy decisions: "Accurate and dynamic roodels of eco

nomie systems are needed to forewarn policy-makers of 

impending developments and to enable them to evaluate 

policies by trying these policies on a model befare 

applying them to the economy".*) For this purpose it is 

necessary to include in the roodels variables ('govern

ment instruments') that have a direct relation with the 

*) G.H.Orcutt- 'Microanalytic roodels and their solution' 
in 'Mathamatical model building in economics and in
dustry', sec.series, ed. M.G.Kendall, 1970;p~137. 
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economie policy of the government. The next three sec

tions briefly describe econometrie, input-output and 

simulation models. In each sectien we give the structure, 

quantification and use of that type of modelo 

2.1. Econometrie model. 

The general structure of a linear econometrie model is 

given by: 

+ B ~t··-~ + ~t 

where ~ is the n-dimensional vector of endogenous varia

bles (:determined within the model)o 

X is the m-dimensional vector of exogenous varia

bles (:determined outside the model; contains 

pure exogenous variables and government instru

ments). 

u is the n-dimensional vector of uncorrelated, nor

mal stochastic disturbances with expected value 

zero. 

: (nxn) coëfficient matrix for lag i .. 

: (nxm) coëfficient matrix. 

The n equatiohs in this model are of the following types: 

behaviaral eqs. descrihing the behavier of various 

groups in the economy e.g. CPR = a + bYD 

(consumption =a+ b (disposable income) )o 

technica! eqs. descrihing technological or institu

tional relationships e.g. VCAP = a + b CIFXN_ 1 
(productioncapacity =a+ b (C~mulated investment) )o 

identities, resulting from equality by definition 

of variables e.g. M = MG + MS (totcimports = 

imperts goeds+ import~ services). 

" 
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The level of agregation (which is related :to ·: the dimen

sion n), is determined by (a) the use for which the model 

is build and (b) the availability of datao 

The identification of an equation, that is, specifying 

which variables with what lag are likely to determine 

the endogenous variable for which that equation is build, 

ussually comes from economie theory. 

guantification~ The coëfficient matrices A.and B, that 

is, the nonzero and nonunity elements, are estimated 

from observed timeseries for the variableso A wide range 

of estimation procedures may be used: OLS (ordinary least 

squares: estimating the parameters in each equation se

parately), 2SLS (two stages least squares: estimating 

the parameters in simultaneous equations), etc" 

The use of an econometrie model consists in (a) fora

casting of endogenous variables and (b) providing a frame

werk for the evaluation of alternative policies • 

. For foracasting endogenous variables the model is trans

formed to its socalled reduced form: 

from which one can calculate the endogenous variables 

in period t, given the prêd~termined vatlablès, that is, 

~he· eiidogeiious- variables in· previous·-periods and, ob-

servedor expected,·éxogenous variables. 

For· policy evaluätion wi th an econometrie model, there ·-
exist ·three methods!· _, · · ·' 

a) Solve<the structural system for the exogenous policy 

variables, given target values for the endogenous varia

bles-(Tinbergen method).-

b) ·netermine the values of endogenous and policy variables 

that lead to maximalization of a 'social welfare function' 

(Theil method) • 
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c) Solve t~e reduced form system under 'interesting' policy 

assumptions ( policy simulation method ) • 

( the restrictión made above to linear roodels can,in practice, be 

too rigid (e.g. XL* = PXL QL; value in current prices of an export 

category is the volume multiplicated with the exportprice for that 

· category). For non-linear econometrie models, the estimation of the 

parameters and the calculation of a reduced form becomes complicated 

and in some cases impossible) • 

2.2. Input-output models. 

An input-output,or inter-industry model,deals in quantitative terros 

with the relations (in a certain base period) between n industrial 

sectors into which total production is divided (5 n 200). Since 

the time series approach has only a marginal relation (not to say 

no relation) with th~i-o models, we only briefly indicate the 

structure, quantification and use of these models. 

Structure. Each sector i is thought to have one homogenous output 

with a total value xi. This total value is realized by delivering 

its product (as an output) to (a) other sectors,where it serves as 

an input for production in that sector (denoted by xik'k=1 ... n) and 

(b) to the socalled 'final demand sector' which consists of exports, 

investment,consumption and st~ckchanges (denoted by yi). 

Hence: total output. = 7 x,k + y, (i=1 ••. n) 
1. ~ 1. 1. 

The total value in a sector j can be realized by using as inputs 

(a) outputproducts from other sectors (denoted by xkj'k=1, .•. ,n) 

and (b) socalled 'primary inputs' which combines imports, labor and 

cap i tal ( denoted by z . ) • M 

Hence: total input~= ~ xk, + z. (j=1 ••. n) 
J ~ J J ( 

This structure can be represented by the 'matrix: 

Q[Li 

I z.;., ,.." 

~,-

r~ 

summatien in a row gives total output 

summatien in a column gives total input 

for a seètor in value terros 

Onder equilibrium conditions, total input equals total output in 

each sector. Hence: total inputi = total outputj 
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J.L.·.._ .. ,_' _, ·~~ I .L_,J -· ) 
~~ntificat}o~o The n 2 i-o coëfficients are calculated 

~- from data obtained in an industrial eensuso For large n 6 

this forms a quite impressive task and hence most i-o 

tables come available some years after the census was 

taken, and i-o tables are framed up once in say 4 years. 

~ fn9m~.theq:hree.-::.èqllationsl~abövêc,-: àne~can:;solve the _ 

primary input requir:ements.r;gilvénrthetexpedted·.::ftnal _de-:, 

mand in a _ future._.period. Since thesprimary. inputs hgve 

ta--obey certain cónditiqns (.e.g:.;:imports ... .vs.exports,capital 

'{S, • investment eCc.;) :. OJ:!e can ~check· iri thi.s ,way the consist

eil.Cy .of the fi~a+ d~mand. pr'?j_~ctions' in relation to the 

production structure 

2o3~ Sjmulation modelso 

A detailed and realistic mathematical model for a natio

nal economie system is necessary for tracing the effects 

of alternative policieso Deriving an analytic solution 

for such a modelq that contains many non-linearities; is 

in general impossibleo In that case one has to resort 

to numerical experimentation or simulation with the modelo 

The structure of a simulation model~) is similar to the 
~ --

structure of a general econometrie modeln But the simu

latio~model is usually larger, that is, less agregated, 

and the possibility of rnadeling non-linearities is more 

freely usedc In order to keep the model managable, a 

~) The term wsimulation model 1 is widely used for very 
different models: Monte Carlo simulation, stochastic 
simulationf simulation with econometrie modelso We 
refer with 'simulation model' toa deterministic, 
dynamic model that is used for numerical experimen
tation to trace the effects of changing conditions, 
external to the modelèd system" 
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building block approach is usedc A block or submodel is 

builde ,_ for the different processes that may be disting

uished in the macro-economie process: productionf con

sumption, exports etc. The simulation model then consists 

of several coupled submodelso This approach makes it 

possible (a) to use non-economie subroodels eogo for po

pulation or education, ~nd (b) to use different agrega

tion levels in different blocks and hence to have large 

flexibility in using available informationo Concerning 

the ,9E_èntifi_sa:t-ioE of the parameters in the numerous 

equations (for instanee the Peruvian numerical experimen

tation model contains more than 2000 equations), there 

are several possibilitieso 

from available time series for say more than 10 

years: estimation as in econometrie modelso 

from censusses as for instanee in input-output 

mo_deling (an input-output model could form a sub-

modelor building block)o 

from informed guesseso 

The principal u~e of a simulation model lies in as·s isting 

policy makers in taking decisions; the consequences of 

alternative decisions are reflected in the output of 

different future time paths for variables that show the 

performance of the economyo 

"The 8 outputs of a simulation is a -set of system per

formance variables associated with each set of policies 

and/or development strategies indicating the attain

ment of various benefits and the incurrence of various 

damages at different points through time from alterna

tive policies, programs and projects 11
o ~) 

*) p.48 Chapa III in uA generalized simulation approach 
to agricultural sector analysis with special reference 
to Nigeria' - ToJoManetsch eoao; Michigan State Univ, 
1 971 0 . 
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The choice of these variables is normative and depends 

on {a) the kind of deelsion for which the simulation is 

made, {b) the wishes of policy-makers and (c) the wishes 
endogenous 

- of the model-builders. In general 5 every;variable that 

occurs in the model may be selectede 

The usefullners of a simulation model depends very much 

on the model-builders g their quant.i tative and qualita

tive knowledge of the system determines the modelo 

Advantages of this kind of model are~ flexibility, non~ 

economie subroodels and (potential) realismo Serious pro= 

blems are validatien and managabilityo 
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The time series approach to the modeling of a macro-

>- economie process is in essence an empirical approachg 

the observed time series are used (a) for the identifi

cation of the mathematical form of the equations and 

(b) for the estimation of the parameters in these equa-. 

tionsc 

3o1o Outline. 

In the introduetion it was 
i 

stated that we interpret 

the national economie sys

tem as a multiple input~ 

multiple output systemc 

At a highly agregated 

u -- -· -~ 
u1 l)r 

~, -xi ~....._ ___ ..... ;__...,. y 1 

-----•• national --~r----• 
x economie t! 

system 

-----X~-m~--------------JYn~ -----. 

level this means that we have a system ( iblack box u ) 

with (a) an input vector ~; with as components govern

ment:, instruments (eogo taxes 9 exchange rate) and pure 

exogenous 1 that is; observable but uncontrollable; 

variables (ecgc world prices); '(b) an output vector Y 

with as components variables that show the performance 

of the economy (eog, national income, consumptionç 

production)o This outputvector may contain interdepen~ 

dent components, eogo consumption is a part of national 

incomeo Finally (c) the 9 real processij is thought to be 

distorted by an unobservable and uncontrollable stochas

tic disturbance vector u wit.h expected value zero" 

The general methematical model for this dynamic system 

is given by 

y 
-t = f F-t < .! " , ~ 'r , .E t- > d r 

-co 
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Since the macro~economic system is observed at" and nor

mally also only controllable at discrete timesg a dis

crete model is more appropriate: 

~ 

!t = ~ FJ2. {Yt-Î-6 ~t-.:f.' ~t-t) -- {2) 

where Ft(n) denotes the time dependent functional matrix 

for lag f. The determination of the functional matrices 

F~ (n) is in general impossible for this non-stationaryx) 

process, since only one set of observations on the pro

cess at. each time t is madeo However, when we make two 

assumptions concerning these functional matrices, it be

comes possible to derive a meaning-full model for th.is 

system. 

In the first place we make the linearity assumption: 

--{3) 

where A. and B. are time dependent matrices" 

The linearity assumption is a distortien of reality but 

{a) as an approximation (Taylor) it is usefull and (b) 

non-linear relations can often be transformed to linear 

relations (eogclogtransf,) 

Secondly 1 we assume' that it. is possible to transferm the 

observed non-stationary process to a stationary process, 

by applying a deterministic transformation to the obser

ved time series 6 for instanee differencing once or twiceo 

When we denote this deterministic transformation for a 

x) Stationarity (a definition is given in Chap,4 below), 
implies that the stochastic behavier of a system is 
unaffected by a change in time origin" Hence stat
ionarity is quite obviously a non-valid assumption 
for most economie processes" 
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time series with STo (~), then the series: 

--(4a) 

are assurned to be stationaryo The model is then given 

by~ 

where A. and Bo are time independent matrices" 
! 

--(4b) 

The time series approach now consists in deriving frorn 

the data (a) the transforrnations STo (o) ; (b)those elernents 

of the rnatrices Ac and B. which are non zero and (c) 

the value of these non zero elernentsa 

Before we turn to the strategy of building time series 

rnodels, we want to devote some attention (a) to the data 

constraint, that is, what data are available for the 

derivation mentioned above, and (b) to the use of a 

time series rnodelo 

(a) .P~:!:? 

AS in all empirica! work, we rely heavily on the data 

that are available on the macro-economie process that 

we want to model. It is of course well known that these 

data, especially in an underdeveloped econorny as the peruvian; 

are subject to errors, originating in deficient data 

collection, changing methods of data collection, rnethod 

of data-agregation, etc. However, we have ·to neglect 

these errors since it is impossible to correct them; 

and we assume in this paper .that the publisbed data on 

the Peruvian economy are absolutely correct,*> 

x} All time series; used in -éhap~4~ are taken frorn \'lárk-ing 
paper nra2o Tilburg, se~t.-okt. 1971~ 
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Now, for most relevant variables on the macro-economie 

level only annual figures are availableo Further, the 

figures for the period up to say 1950 are of little value, 

since that period was marked by exceptional conditions 

and, of course, since only few and unreliable figures 

are available on that period, So the 'time series models 1 

have to be calculated from historica! time series with 

say 20 observations {1950-i69). 

(b) U_2e 

The ultimate test for every model lies in the accuracy 

of its fitting to the observations in the past and; more 

important 1 in the reliability of its predictionso 

The time series model (eqo4), should be used in fore

casting future values of the outputvector Xt under cer

tain assumptions for the inputvector !t• 

In forecasting one-period-ahead (that is, the model is 

estimated from data {X,Y) for the periods 1,2fcoo 1 T, 

and we want to obtain forecasts Yt, (t = "r +1) from this 

modeland a specified input vector ~t), we apply a three

stage procedure: 

2) calculate the vector Ît from 

= (I-A ) -1 
0 

,.. 
3} transferm Ît t.o Ït 

•. 

(with Yt 

The one-step-ahead forecast error is given by 

--(5) 



j 
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and can be evaluated 

from uy
2 

= (I-A0)-
2 ~v2 x) 

For forecasting more periods ahead, that is, forecasting 

Yt (t= T+2,T+3, 0 0 0) fo~ specified inputveetors xt (t= 

T+2,.T+3,-T+4,.o.) 1 the above three stage procedure is 

also applied, but now we have to insert forecasted va

lues Ît-l in eqs. (5}, when these values are a unknown. 

This forecasting procedure can be applied for alter

native policy assumptions (:alternative input veetors ~), 

and hence for tracing the effects (in forecasted Xt va

lues) of these policies. The differences in forecasted 

Xt values may be used in evalu§.itJ-ng p9licy decisionso 

*) for this equation it is assumed that (a) E [yt1 = Q 
and (b) all components of the veetors x and v are 
mutually uncorrelated. - -
The evaluation to which we refer can be illustrated by 

• an example: 
~uppose Yt = STY(,) = ln <;t> - ln (Yt_1), then 

Yt (step 3) is obtained from Yt ~ exp. (}\) * Yt-1 

and the foreseasterror is ~y = exp. (~~) 
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Me~hods and strate3y. 

rn the preceding section we derived the general formal 

structure of a time series model (eq~4}. As stages in 

the rnadeling procedure we defined(a) transforming to sta

tionarity6 (b} identification of the modelfarm for the 

stationary process and (c} estimating the parameters in 

the identified model~ 

Since we are interested in the 'cause-and-effect'rela~. 

tions in the macro-economie process, we remark that for 

these relations the deterministic transformations to 

stàtionarity are not relevant; the cause-and~effect 

structure is given by the model for the stationary pro

cess, One equation of this model: 

Y{t -- (5) 

expresses how the value of the variable y. in period t 
1. 

is determined ('caused') by the vector~ and ~· 

For the application of the procedure to rnadeling the 

macro-economie process, it is a priori necessary to se

lect the variables that enter as components in the input 

and output vectors. Since this paper focusses on the 

technique of 'time series modeling' (chapter 4.} . we 

only roughly indicate this !election problem. 

Concerning the outputvector, we firstly remark that 

'variables that show the performance of the economy' 

are not necessarily the same for all policies (e.g. for 

import policies~ the balance of payments'is very impor

tant, while for investment policies this variable is of 

less importance than say total production}, Secondly, it 
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is clear that for 'policy decision' use, an outputvector 

containing more than say 5 components, is likely to be 

unmanagable in practice. 

Hence we want to incorporate some flexibility in the 

choice (kind and number of components) of the output-

vector. This can be ac,hj eved by building a model wi th 

an outputvector that contains all variables that can 

possibly be used as 'variables that show the performance 

of the economy'. In actual 'policy decision' use it is 

then possible to select those variables from the output

vector that are thought to show the performanceo This 

means,·in modelbuilding, that we have to allow fora 

large outputvector which becomes, in turn, unmanagable 

for the modelbuilder, unless a 'building block' approach 

is used. A, for this purpose, useful building block 

approach is given by Oskar Lange~) s The macro-economie 

proces~ ('whole') is divided into several subprocesses 

('parts' or 'elements'), For instance, experts, imports, 

production, consumption; or more disagregated, govern

ment consumption, private consumption, Each subprocess 

has its own input and output vector, and should be, as 

far as possible, modeled antonomously. As far as possiblef 

since the inputvector to a subprocess may contain, besides 

government instruments and pure exogenous variables, al

so output components of other subprocesses. These compon~ 

ents form the 'couplings' between the subprocesses. 

With these 

couplings the 

possibility of 

feedback is ex-

plicitly intro

duced. (it is im-

--+-
subprocess 

1 

_j 
subprocess 

2 . ,. 

Plicit in eqo4). 'Feedback' is used here to denote two-way
cauiality: y1 is caused by y 2 and y 2 is caused by y1 • 

*) Oskar Lange - 'wholes and parts; a general theory of 
system behaviour' 1962, chapter III. 
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Caus-ality and feedback are important tools employed in 

the identification stage of the roedeling procedure. For 

the inclusion of an input or output component in the 

~- equation (5) for one variable, we want to use a criterion 

for the existence of a causal relation between tha.t com

ponent and the variable. For the 'breakdown' of the macro

economie process into subprocesses, we want to use a cri

terion for the existence of feedback relations between 

output components. That is, the subprocesses are so de~ 

fined that each subprocess contains only causal relations, 

and that feedback relations only occur between subpro
cesseso Hence each subprocess is completely recursiveo 

Useful~ that is testable, criteria for these purposes, 

are provided by Granger ~). His definitions of causalit~ 
and feedback are formulated in view of the ultimate tests 

for every model: the accuracy of its forecastso 

Suppose we have a model that yields forecasts for a 

variable y t wi th varianee <r2 (y) , ( predietien error (i(y)) o 

Suppose we include in this model a new variable zt and 

that this extended model_yields forecasts for Yt with 

varianee Q-2 (yfz). Then z is said to cause y when <r2 (yJ z) 
~ cr2 (y)o In ether words, z is causing y when we can give 

better forecasts for y, using information on Zo 

Feedback is occuring when z is czusing y and y is causing 

z: u 2
(y/z)<û2 (y) and G' 2 (z/y) <<r2 (z) 0 

In ether words, feedback is occuring between the variab

les y and z when we can give better forecasts for y using 

information on zand can give better forecasts.for z 

using information on y. 

R) C.W,J~GRanger - 'Investigating causal relations by 
econometrie roodels and cross-speetral methods'. 
p~428 in Econometrica, vol. 37, no. 3. {july 1969) o 

I. 

.•. 
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Before we ~urn to formulating a strategy for modelbuilding 

that makes it possible to use these definitions of cau

sality and feedback, we have to mention an important prin-

ciple in parametrie modeling. The principle of pas,_êimony 

states that one should employ the smallest number of para-
I 

meters necessary for adequate representationo As an ex-

ample, suppose that a time series yt is generated by an 

exactly known process with model Yt = xt + ayt_1 , where 

a is a constant parameter and x can be some control variableo 

A mathematical equivalent model for this process is 
2 

Yt = xt +a xt_1 +a xt_ 2 +ooo It is clear that for 

estimation of the parameters in a model for the process 

from a finite number of observations {yt •"' xt) 'e the first 

model; which is parsimonious in the number of parameters, 

will be preferredo Another example is the hypothetical 

case of two equations: 

or, equivalent,: y 1t =a y 1t_1 + b Y2t_1 

Here the last 1 parsimonious, form will be preferred in 

estimation. 

A mod~l building strat~gy_can now be formulated. 

I. Start wi th the .selectiC?n of input and output components .... 

This implies the determination of the agregation level 

of the model for the macro-economie process. Collect the 

bistorical time series for these componentsc 
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II~ For each comEonent separately we now derive from the 

time series for that component: 

1. the statipnarity transform. 

~- 2. the stochastic model, that is a parametrie model from_ 

the socalled 1 antoregressive-moving average' class 
I 

of models~ Here we us~ the iterative procedur~ given by 

Bo~ & Jenkins (1), for deriving and testinga model for 

a particular process from an observed time series on 

this processo 

The three stage iterative procedure consists of: 

a) identification~) : the use of the data to suggest the 

form of parsimonious roodels worthy to be investigated, 

and the derivation of rough initial estimates for the 

parameters in this model (or models)o 

b) estimation: the use of the data to make interences 

about the parameters conditional on the adequacy of 

the.identified modelform. In this stage least squares 

estimates and confidence intervals for the parameters 

are obtained, by using a non-linear estimation pro

cedure, where the rough initial values from the iden

tification stage are used as starting values, 

c) d_iagnostic checking: checking the fitted model in its 

relatio~ to the dataç with intent to reveal model 

inadequacies, and so to achieve model improvementn 

This procedure is iterative: when the tests applied in 

stage c} reveal model inadequacy, the testing results 

suggest' the identification of an improved modelo 

Unfortunately for us, Bose & Jenkins consider time series 

with a large number of observations (/100)o Their appli

cations of the above iterative procedure lie in the field 

of technical systems (e.g. chemical plants) and economie 

*) Box & Jenkins include in their identification stage 
the transformation to stationarity" We make this 
transformation ~xplicitly, before we start with 
modeling the stationary ·series~ 

... 
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systems where more observations are available (eoge sales 

figures, stock prices). Hence (a) some details ot the 

procedure had to be modified and (b) the resulting roodels 

~- can be expected to have parameter: estimates with large 

standard errorso 

3o the forecasts and forecasterrors of this stochastic 

modeL 

IIIoCollect all }denti~ies existing between the nonstationary 

camponentso That is, the relations resulting from the 

definition of variableso Mostly, these identities express 

a breakdown of a variable to a lower agregation level 

(e.gn total experts = experts of goods + experts of ser-

vices; when these three variables are included in the 

outputvector) .. Transfarm these identities between non

stationary series to identities between stationary series 

with_ .the appropriate transformatlans obtained in stage 

IIo1o Enter these identities (as an equation explaining 

the most agregated variable) as coë~ficients in the ma

trices Ac and B. of the model (eqc4) for the macro

economie process. 

IV. Arrange the original components in logical subprocesses; 

that is, in subprocesses that are commonly used in 

econom(etr)ics, eog, production, consumptioni invest

ment, imparts and exportso This initial breakdo~~ into 

subprocesses should stop when all subprocesses have 

maximal say 5 input and/or 5 output camponentso In this 

arrangement, the input and output components should 

occur uniquely, that is, for one subprocess only. 

The implication for the stationary model is that it 

is divided in a number (N) of. (sub}models: 
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The couplings between these subprocesses (coë~ficients 

in the shaded area of A) will be determined at a later. 

stepo 

Vo Derive for each subprocess of step IV a model of the 

form 4. with the following procedure: 

(The expression 'detect causal relations between 6 variable 

z1 and variable z2 , refers to the procedure: (a) identify 

the form of an equation that explains z2 using z1 , (b). 

estimate the parameters in this equation, and (c) check 

the consistency of the estimated equationo When this 

equation, yields letter forecasts for z 2 than a previous 

Y, 
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model (eogo the stochastic model), for z 2 , then we say 

that we have detected a causal relation)o 

1o Detect causal relations between each input component 

and all outputcomponentso Insert the resulting equat-

ions in the matrices of the submodele 

2o Detect whether a more parsimonious model can be ob

tained by using additional coë~ficients in the A matri

ces ( see the second example under parsimony above c) 

3. neteet causal relations between each output component 

and all other outputcomponentso 

4o When feedbackrelations are detected under 3, break 

the subprocess in as much subprocesses as necessary. 

In this way we obtain subprocesses in which only tone

way-causalityij occurso 

So Estimate for each subprocess as a v1hole the identified 

parameters (OLS)o 

VI, Insert the quantified subroodels into the stationary macro

economie model, and try to detect causal relations be

tween outputcomponents of different subprocesseso 

(Use also the relations from step Vo4o)o 

VIIo Estimate all parameters in the identified macro-economie 

model, (2SLS since feedbackrelations occur in this 

final model) o 

The model from step VII, together with the transforms 

from step IIa1 1 can now be used as indicated insection 

3 0 1 • 

For some reasens (time limit, more programming diffi

culties in step II than was naively expected, etc.) we 

have not been able to bring into practice this strategy~ 

The only practical result al this moment is a computer~ 

program for step IIi that.accepts a nonstationary time 
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series and yields an estimated model, together with the 

forecasts and forecasterrors resulting from this staeh

astic modelo This result is reported in the next chaptero 

~- We think it necessary to stress at this place that steps 

Vç VI and VII in the strategy above have only a limited 

theoretical justification (reflected in· a rather loose 

formulation)o In practice 0 these steps ca.n lead into, 

at this moment unexpected 0 serious difficulties that 

necessitate reformulation of this part of the strategyo 

Some theoretical material and techniques for modeling 

the relation between two, respc more time series is given 
in chapters 5 and 6o (Jir',.~.). 

On the assumption that the practical difficulties can 

be solvedi and that our strategy yields quantified 

models 1 we give in the next section a comparision be

tween time series roodels and other macro-economie, 

especially econometrie modelso 
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3o3. Contrast with other a_pEr_s>acheso 

Time series models are most easily compared with econo

metrie models since these models refer to the same macro-

economie process, and are based on broadly the same data 

materialo 

The most important difference lies in the model-formu

lation; which can be seen as the weakest~. spot in econ

ometrie modeling. Hamilton eoao close their review of 

current and recent trends in research of economie models 

with the remark that w"'"an extremely difficult; but 

most important, area is receiving very little attentiono 

This is the area of model formulation and the organi~ 

zation of model-building efforts. The methodology for 

finding and developing good models is hardly existent 

excepti perhaps, in the form of an art at which some 

individuals seem particularly giftedo Such general pres

criptions as "use economie theory in constructing models", 

or "keep models simple"; while useful as guides, hardly 

seem adequate in view of the multidimensional activities 

involved in formulating and developing a serious econo
mie model .. i !f) 

Econometrie modeling is based on the translation of quali

tative economie theory into a mathematical (mostly linear)' 

formulationo Quantification of an econometrie model refers 

to the estimation of the parameters ~n the postulated 

behavioral and technical equations in the modelo When 

in this quantification procedure an equati?n turns out 

x) HcRoHamilton, Goldstonef Milliman, Pugh III, Zellner
'Systems simulation for regional analysiso An applica
tion toriver-basin planning', 1969, p.32" 
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to be statistical senseless, that equation is reformu

-lated and estimated anew, untill the whole model seems 

to be statistical justifiedo In judging a quantified econ-

... - ametrie model, the consistency of t.he economie theory 

that speaks from the mathematical tormulation of the 

model, is generally viewed as more important than the 

forecasting performance of the modelo 

In the time series approach we try to derive the model

farm from the datao This empiricism implies that we want 

to avoid as far as possible the use of qualitative know

ledge in our rnadeling procedure*)" The model building 

strategy shows that this can not be avoided completely: 

qualitative knowledge is used (a) ~n the selection of 

input and output components of the macro-economie pro

cess in step I, {b} in the colleetien of identities in 

step ITI and (c) in the initial arrangment of subproces

sesf especially in the attachment of in and outputveetors 

tothese subproc~sses (step IV)o However 1 this qualita

tive knowledgé (it can even be argued that the above 

three points are a matter of definition)i differs essen

tially from that used for formulating the equations in 

an econometrie modelu and that is the knowledge which 

will nat be used in the time series rnadeling procedure, 

It is to be expected that it will be difficult or even 

impossible to interpret the resulting time series model 

in terros of an economie theorya Especially the 6 trans

formation to stationarityb will be responsible for this 

x) This statement should no!betaken as a.rejection of 
qualitative knowledge, although JcW, Forrester in 
'Counter intuitive behavier of social sy~tems' (Tech
nology Reviewi jan,1971) gives some ground for this 
opinion, We rather think that the empirical approach 
is justified by our purposes: forecasting as accurate 
as possible, 
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difficultyo We feel however, that this disadvantage is 

of less importance than the advantages of the time series 

approach: accurate forecasting performanceo 

As a last point in this sectien we want to suggest the 

use of the results of step II (the stochastic model 

and its forecasts for one variable) in °policy-evalu

ation' with econometrie and simulation models, As in

dicated in secte 2~1o and 2.3o 1 it is necessary for 

policy-evaluation, to have forecasts for the pure 

exogenous variables~ A stochastic model for such a 

variable provides these forecastsa Further, stochastic 

roodels for instrumental variables, makes it possible 

to use an econometrie model for predicting the conse

quences of 'unchanged~ policies, that is; the results 

of a government policy proportional to the policy in 

the paste These predictions (for endogenous variables 

in the future) can provide a ~base of reference§ for 

the evaluation of alternative policiesn 
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4. Models for one time series. 
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4o Models for one time series. 

A stochastic parametrie model describes the probability 

~- structure of a stochastic process wt' Such a model can be 

used for forecasting future values of the process. The 

model must be derived from a finite number of observat

ions on the process: only the time series wt (t=1o ••• N) 

is available for the determination of the form of the mo

del and the estimation of the parameters in the model. 

The modeling procedure can be summarized as (a) trans

ferm the observed series wt (t=1 •• ~N) toa stationary 

series zt (t=1 ••• n) and (b) select and estimate an 'auto

regressive-moving average' model for the stationary series. 

Stationarity implies that the statistical properties of 

the process are unaffected by a change in time origin. 

Sine~ this is quite obviously not appropriate for econo

mie time series, sec. 4o1. deals with methods for trans

forming non-stationary series into stationary series. 

In sec, 4o2. the non-parametrie techniques that are used 

in the analysis of stationary series are defined: auto

correlation function, partial autocorrelation function 

and speetral density function. In sec 4.3. the Box & Jen-
~: 

kins method for parametrie modeling is described, After 

a formal introduetion to the ARMA class of roodels and 

its use in forecasting, we describe the stages in the 

iterative method for the selection of a model from this 

class for a particular time series: identification of the 

modelform, estimation of the parameters and testing of 

the results. In sec.4.4. algorithms for parametrie mod

eling and forecasting are givene The F0RTRAN computer 

programs for these algorithms are collected in the appen

dix "Computer programs'. These programs were used for 

modeling and forecasting of some macro-economie variables • . 
The results are described in sec. 4.5~ 
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4c1~ Transferming nonstationar~ series. 

A stochastic process is stationary when all distribution 

~- functions Fh defining the process satisfy: Fn (lt,t1 +9 

, B 2 , t 2 +é ,. •• ~n, tn + ê ) = F n ( z.1 , t 1 ,. co , z n 1 tn) for 
\ 

all n, e and every n tuple t 1 • ~ c tn 

This implies that the statistica! properties of the pro

cess are unaffected by a change in time origin and so 
,:,:. 

the stationary process has a constant mean p- = E ( ~ t] 

and à. constant varianee a;, 2 = E [ ( %t- f') 2 ] • 

Many empirical time series behave.asthough they had no 

fixed mean. Even so, they exhibit homogenity in the 

sense that apart from local level, or perhaps local level 

and trend, one part of the series behaves much like any 

other part [1,chap.2) • Models which describe such homo

geneus non-stationary behavior can be obtained by sup

posing some suitable difference of the series to be stat

tionary, When the original homogenous series is denoted 

by Wt' then differencing one time yields the series 

rt = wt - wt-1 ='I wt %) ; . differencing two times: 

differencing d times an observed series Wt 1 ·we obtain 

the series !!.t = vd wt e 

*) In this paper the following operators are used: 

Backward shift operator B:B~t=~t_ 1 ; Bm,~t =~t-m(m=0,1,2~cc) 
Forward shift operator F : Fi!t = i!! t+1 -; F = B-1 , Fm 

Difference operator 'V : 'V~ t = ~t - '"e.t-1 , V= 1-B, vm 
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Another way of transforming nonstationary time series is 

forming the series ln (Wt). [2oChapo11] • This transfor

mation allows for a trend in the mean as well as a trend 

~- in the varianee of the original serieso Eventually, the 
series ln (lvt) can be differenced to form the series 

~t = Vd ln (Wt)• 

When a transformed series ~t is stationary, it is possi~le, 

as will be shown in sec. 4~3., to derive a parametrie 

model for :Z t. 

Replacing rt by ~ (Wt) or Vd ln (Wt) in this parametrie 

model yields a parametrie model for the original series 

Wto In forecasting future Wt values it is more convenient 

to apply the inverse transformation to the forecast series 

Ît generated with the modelo 

Note that the proposed transformation are deterministic: 

it is not necessary to estimate any parameter from the 

sample. 

It is clear that we need a method for testing whether an 

original or transformed series is· stationary or note This 

is decided from: 

"visual appearance" of the series 

the autocorrelation function of a stationary series 

should damp out "fairly quickly". That is, only the 

first say n/5 calculated autocorrelations are sig

nificant, where n is the sample size used in the cal

culation of rk. 

the quantity cor (Zt,t), estimated by: 

z '(~t- ~) (t-t) 
r = 

< l:. (zt -z) 2 z. <t-t) 2) 1/2 
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measures the correlation between the differenced 

series and timeo For stationary series, this quan

tity should be zero. For a sample of 20 obser-

... _ vations 

p ( r < 0. 3 7 al ? = 0) = 0. 9 5 o Hence when we cal

culate an r<0.3, we may assume that the series is 

stationaryo 

4.2. Non-parametrie ~nalysis technigueso 

A stationary time series ~t (t=1 1 ooon) can bedescribed 

by its mean, varianee and autocorrelation function, or 

equivalently, by its mean, varianee and speetral density 

functione 

mean~ fl' = .E [~ t] estimated by ~ 
n .· 

= 1 z:.. z -:._ .2) 
n t=1 t 

. ,....,2 
var1.ance: '-J = E [ (rt- p.. ) 2] estimated by 

The speetral density function D(f) is the fourier trans

ferm of the autocorrelation functionfko They contain 

both the same information on the serieso However, for 

some purposes, engo in studying the periodic behavier of 

the seriesj D(f) is preferred, and for other purposes;

e.g. in studying the dependenee of zt on past values 

~ek'fk is preferredo The partial autocorrelation func

tion 4> kk can be calculated from the autocorrelation 

function and contains no new informationo Its properties 

however, make it useful in the selection of the model

ferm in sec& 4a3o16 
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In the following subsections we give definitions and es

timation formula for f k, f kk and D ( f) ~ As an example 

these functions are calculated for the stochastic pro-

~- cess with model ~t = at. Such a process is called a 

"white noise process"= The sequence •••• at_1 , at' at+1 rooo 

is a set of uncorrelated random normal variables with 

mean zero and varianee iJ"a
2 

e (E [at} = 0, · E [ atat+k 1 = 

era 2 . cÇ k) 0 . 

4. 2 o 1 • Autocorrelation_f'll:nc_!:iono 

The autocovariance at lag k is defined as: 

and estimated by: 
·' 

_"~k = .1 ~ < r - ~ ) < ~ - ~ > 
n t=1 t t+k 

Note that K 
0 

= <r2 and Co = s 2 
o The autocorrelation 

function is defined as ~ f k = Ó k/ ~ 
0 

as a function of 

2 lag k- 1 and estimated by rk= ck/c
0 

= ck/S with 

varianee [1,po35] .• 

- ( 1) 

-(2) 

q 

vart.~t-~1 ~ ~ t 1+2 ~1 ) v
21 for k 1 s where E[fk1 = 0 

Properties of f k : J k =} -k 

examp_l.e_ model ~ t = at o 

t = E Lat1 = 0 

Û. 2 = E[a 2]=o-2 
Z t a 

; \ f~ I ~ 1 = )or. 
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4o2o2o Partial autocorrelation function~ -=--- ::: * 

Toa set
0
of n observations ~t we can (formally) fit 

successively the following (so called autoregressive) 
... _ models: 

'lt = at + <P11 ?. t-:-1 

-----------------------------------. . 

~ t = at + ~ k 1 . z t-1 + · • o o o + f kk ? t-k 

where at is an error terme 

- { 3) 

qbkk as a function of k is called the partial autocarre

lation functiono We can calculatefkk as a function of the 

autocorrelations f k·1 : 

Multiply (3) with ~t-j : ï!t z t-j = atlt-j +1>k1 ~ t-1 r t-j + 

0 
• 

0 0 0 + f kk i! t-k ~ t- j 

Take expectations: 'j j = 0 + cp k1 J' j -1 

Divide by X 0 - ( 4) 

This i-s a set of k equations in the k unknowns ~k1 • o o ~ ~kk o 

The general salution of this set is given by: 

(k=1) 

(k 1: 1 ) ~ (5) 
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where fkj = çf>k_1 ,· j - </>kk </; k-1 , k-j (j=1, 2, ~ o o ,k-1) 

Estimates for the partial autocorrelation are obtained 

by substituting in (5) estimates.lt-k for Jko 

= r Ö· 
J 

hence t.Pkk = 0 {k = 1 i 2 1 ~ o e o') 

4. 2 o 3 ~ S,Eectral densi~ functi,2,Eo 

The Eower spectru~ is here defined as the fourier eosine 

transferm of the theoretical autocovariance function ik: 

f (f) = [t 0 + 2 

0<> 

f_ \Ik cos (21f fk)] 
k=1 <1 

The inverse transformation yields: 

-(6) 

= s~ 
0 f (f) cos ( 2 if fk) df k = 0,1,2,ooo -(7) 

From this definition we see that the power spectrum and 

autocovariance function are alternative ways for des

crihing the secend order moments of a stationary time 

serieso For an interpretation of P(f) we write eq0 7 for 

k = Ûe 

- (8) 

He nee the~ powerspectrum f (f) measures how the var iance 

of the series is distributed among the various frequencieso 

A peak in the powerspectrum at f1 means that a large 

amount of varianee of the series is located at this 

frequency (band) and that the series contains a periodic 

element with period T1 = 1/f1o 
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The §E~ctr~~§~nsity_JuEctig_!} is defined as the power 

spectrum normized with the variance, and hence is the 

~- fourier eosine transferm of the autocorrelation function: 

Cl" 

cos (2 Tr fk)J (O~f~~) D ('f) = f < f) I l o = L 1+2 L 
fk k=1 

Jk = r ~ D (f) cos (21Tfk) df k =0, 1 6 2, 0 0 0 

0 

!~ D ( f) df = 1 
0 

I 

An estima~ of the spectrum can pot be obtained by re-

placing the estimates ck for Yk in (7) and calculating 

P (f)o It can be shown that the.variance of such an 

estimate does not decrease as the sample size increases 

[see_ 3 1 p 212] c Hence these estimates are not consis

tent and fluctuate violently about the theoretical spec

trumo An intuitive explanation of this fact is that these 

direct estimates correspond to using an interval in the 

frequency domain whose width is too smallo This a ana

logous to using too small a group interval for the his

togram when estimating an ordinary probability distri

butiono 

By using a modified estimate~ 

= 

where the weights ~k give an increase in the bandwidth 

of the estimate, it is possible to obtain. consistent 

estimateso 

The truncation point m, or purober of lags used, has to 

be chosen so that ck for k '7 m is effectively z~ro. Since 

this is difficult to judge from sample estimates ck, 

- (6a) 

- ( 7a) 

- (Ba) 

- (9) 
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it is suggested I2, p61] that rn should not exceed n/3 

where n is the nurnber of observationso Equation~ can be 
1 evaluated at frequencies fl = 2F· 1 = 0,1 ~'" o oF, where 

~- F is the desired nurnber of frequencys bands for which 
~ 

estirnates P{f1 ) are calculatedo F should not exceed 

3rn [3, p 260] o We c~lculate estirnates for the spec

trum frorn~ 

i (1) = [co + 2 

/WV 

:E::. À c cos ( "!,,!k) J 
k=1 ''k k F 

l=0,1,oeoF 

For the weights Àk we use the socalled "Tukey window" *) 

k ~ rn 

k /" rn 

- ( 1 0) 

The 100(1-~) % confidence band for E(l) is given by [3op254] 

_v_:_P_ {1) 

x"\) <1-«12> 

... 
i \)__: p { 1) 

x l>(cl../2) 

where '\l = 8 
c n 3iri 

since ) k = .r k 
2 

and OZ = ~2 we find 

P(b) = <la 2 and D(f) = 1 (0~ f~ 1;) 

As expected for white noise, all frequencies con

tribute an equal arnount to the total variance, 

R) See for ~ discussion of possible choices for the 
weights /\k Jenkins & Watts [ 3, .jhapo 6 SI 7] and 
Granger and Hatanaka [2, Chapo4o 

- (-11) 
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f.9~E~ter _progra~ USID accepts a ,.non-stationary series. 

and a stationarity guess and yields: 

- the stationary (?) series 

- its autocorrelation function 

- its partial autocorrelation function 

- a speetral density functiono 

This section sets forth the Box & Jenkins method for 
I 

param.etric modeling of stationary time series~ In sect. 

4.3.1o we give a formal introduetion to the A&~A class 

of models, its properties and the use of ARMA roodels in 

forecastingc The remaining three sections 4o3o2o-4 des

cribeg în operational termsc the stages in the iterative 

procedure for the derivation of an Aru1A model for a par

ticular process. 

This section is particular, and this chapter in general, 

relies heavily on the workof Box & Jenkins (1)c (for 

easy reference weusetheir notation)o The only impor~ 

tant modification is our separate treatment of trans

forming to stationarity and of modeling the stationary 

seriesc 
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4o3o1o Introduction. 

A stochastic parametrie model describes the proba~ility 

~- structure of a sequence of observations (one time series· 

ztL 
A timeseries in which seccessive values are highly de-

pendent can be usefully regarded as generated from a 

serie$ of independent "shocks" at (:random drawings from 

a white noise process), that are transformed to zt by a 

linear filter with transfer function r(B): 

or in operatornotatien: Zt = r (B} at 

.. · 
This ~odel states: ~;t is lenearly dependent on an (in} 

finite number of previous shocks a 11 

t 

The ferm ~t = ~(B)at for the general linear process is 

equivalent to: 

or 1f (B) z = a 
t t 

This model states: "the current value of the process is 

given as an (in)finite linear agregate of previous values 
• 

of the process and a shock at"• 

·, 

- ( 12) 

- ( 13} 

The operators . tr (B) and 11 (B) are related by lf (B) o lf ( tS) = t 

or l1 {B) = ~)- 1 (B) o 
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The sequence tr1' r2'~C00 may be finite or infiniteo If 

it is finite or infinite and convergent, or equivalentlyg 

,.._ if l('(B) converges on or within the unit circle ( \Bf~ 1), 

the process zt, is s_!:a_!;ionary" 

The sequence 1r 1 , 'lT' 2 , ·.~ o o o o may be finite or infiniteo 
If it is finite or infinite and convergent 1 or if V(B) 

converges on or within the unit circle, the process is 

said to be invertible, 
= 

The stationarity and invertibility conditions can be 

illustrated for the first order processes: 

~t= (1-eB) atn Here 't'(B) =1 -eBisfinite, sothis 

process is always stationar~o 

cP • ' 

l({B) = (1- eB) - 1 = z:_ e-b B-& o This 
j=O 

series must converge for l:sl ~ 1 arià 

so lei< 1 is the condition for the 

process to be invertibleo 

Here lf'(B) = (1-<PB)-1 = 

must converge for \B\ ~ 1 and so 

1~1 < 1 is the condition for stationarity. 

Tf (B) = 1- 4> B is fini te and so this 

process is always invertibleo 

The two representations (12) and (13) would not be very 
'· 
useful in practice if they contained an infinite number 

of parameters ~- or l(i o Using the principle of parsimony 6 b . 't) 

we can define three classes of roodels (based on the two 

general representations) for stationary time series: 
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1 c 

stationarity conditions: write ~(B) in the form 

r 
cP (B)=- IT ( 1 ~Gi B) then lf' (B) = cp -1 

(B) = 
i=1 

co • • 00 

= K • 
1 

c::: t, t. <: 
c_ G

1 
B+ o" o , + K c_ 

j=O p j=O 
G~ Bi, 

p 0 
This series must converge 

- (1 4) 

for ~~~~1g This yields (G~ < 1 for i=1 1 ooepo This can 

be expressed by saying that the roots (J(G.) of ~(B} = 0 
1 

must lie outside the unitcircleo. 

invertibility conditions: l((B) = ~(B) is finite 

so n6 conditionsoAn AR(p) process is always invertibleo 

autocorrelation function for an AR(p) process is 

already derived in eq (4}: 

J\ = cf1) k-1 +. oo + 4> P) k-p for k > 0 

(}È
2 

= Cla
2
/(1- <1> 1 f 1 ~, • o o- ct pJ p) k = 0 

- (15) 

Eqo (15) can be seen as a recursive relation for the 

calculation of successive autocorrelationso The salution 

can be expressed in the roots 1/G. of the operator 
..)... k 1 k 
"t'(B) = 0 as: .fk= A1G1 +ooc+APGP :k?Oo 

This salution shows that stationarity implies that 

fk __. 0 for k -"'()Q ~ 

Eq~ (15} can also be seen as a set of equations ·for the 

unknown. parameters 4'
1

, \'lhen .. the autoregr:·essive order 

- ( 1 Sa} 
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p is known, these parameters can be calculated from 

estimates JLI o o o ~ o o -"'p via eqo (5) o 

Mo_y_f_n_g average model ,of ordercr (MA('l,)model) 

zt = 9(B) at - (16) 

stationarity conditions~ ~(B) = & (B) is finite so 

no conditionso An MA(~) process is always stationaryo 

invertibility conditions: write9(B} in the form 

~ 

$ (B) = Tf (1-Hi B) then lf (B} = ê 1 (B) = 
i=1 

' 
B.ob 

This series must converge for IS I~ 1 so \Hi l <. 1 for i =1 

o." o î o We say that the roots of G(B} = 0 must lie out

side the unit circleo 

-autocorrelation function write eqo (16) as zt = 

multiply with ~t+k and take 

expectations~ 

a -t 

·---~[stst+~] = E [<at~ê,at-1-.oo-~at-<i) (at~k-elat-k-1 

k=O 

<fa2 k=1,cooe'j_ 

k > '1 

- (1 7) 
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and so Jk = ik/t
0 

is expressed in terros of the para

meters 

Note that the autocorrelation function of a MA{i) process 

has a cut-off at lag ,o 

3 o !:l!xe~ a_u~oregressi_y~ ElEY!!l~L.ë.V~.E,?.-:9_~ model ,9f order (E_,~l 

cf(B) zt = e(B) at (ARMA (p:.CJ)model) 

stationarity: roots of ~(B)=O must lie outside 

the unit circleo 

invertibility: roots of 9(B) = 0 must be outside 

the unit circleo 
/ 

autocorrelation function~ The same procedure as 

for eq (15) yields~ 

- (1 8) 

The ARMA model can be seen as the general class of roodels 

for stationary stochastic processes, since the AR(p) 

and MA(~) roodels are special cases for respo ~=0 and p=Oo 

This general class can be written in three explicit forms~ 
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random shock form: 
w...,_-=:wa::=- 5.:W --=--·••e--• 

where the r weights can be found by equating 

coefficients for equal pmvers of B in 
cp(B) lf{&) = é(B) o 

+ 0 0 0 0 or 

'r( (B) 

where the 1f weights can be found from 

<f:> (B)==-eO?>) .lf{B) 

g9r~.c3ssngo 

The difference equation form is particular suited for 

"" 

- (21 ). 

- ( 22) 

evaluating forecasts Zt(l) for.Zt+l' when only the values 

of t9e·series up to timet are known. 

zt+l = -~' zt+l~1+ooo+ ~p zt+l-p- e1at~l -ooo 

e!l at+l-~ + at+l 

BY taking conditional expectations in the difference 

equation (23), defining Zt(l) = ELZ.~+l-1 zt"zt-1~coo] = 

[zt+l] and setting the expected future values of the 

white noise process [at+l]; oooo> [at+1] to zero, we 

obtain the forecastfunction: 

at""1 -ooo-9~ at+l-\ 

The forecast error is defined as et (l) = z t+l-z t (1) 

We can derive a simple expression for et(l) 

from the random shock form (21) for zt+l: 

- (23) 

- ( 24) 
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zt+l = at+l + r1 at+l-1 + ~2 at+l-2 +ooo 

t\ 
Zt(l) = lf1 at +lfl+1 at-1 +aaoo 

Since the conditional expectation for the future at 

values is zerof it follows that E [et (1)} = E [zi:+l -

" Zt(l)] = 0; so the forecast .is unbiassedo The forecast 

error varianee is equel_ to 

Var (€t (1)) = E [et2 
{1)] = (1+ ~-'1 2 +o o o+ Y'~- 1 ) (}a

2 
o 

- (25). 

- (26) 

- (27) 

The probability limits for the forecasts (for each desire~ 

level of probability f) are given by: 

-1-1 2 ~ 
(1+Z- 'f .. ) 2 Va 

j=1 J 
-(28) 

/ 

where 0 e;2 is the deviate exceeded by a protion E/2 of 

the unit normal distributionc 

1\ 
From eqo (27) we see that et{1) : Zt+1-zt(1) = at+1 o 

Hence the residuals at which generate the process and 

which so far were merely introduced as a set of indepen

dent random variables or shocks~ turn out to be the 

one-step-ahead forecast errorso Since the at 9 s are 

uncorrelated, this means that the lead~1 forecast errors 

are uncorrelatedo This is sensible 0 for if these errors 

were correla~ed 6 then the forecasterror at+1 could, to 

some extent, be predicted from available forecast errors 

at, at_ 1 r~~o; If 
1\ 

then Zt(1) + at+1 

I\ 
the predietien so obtain'ed was at+1 

would be a letter forecast of Zt+1 
".. 

than was Zt(1)i and the given forecast would not be 

optimale 
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Suppose we make a seri~s of forecasts for different lead 

times from the same origin to Then the errors for these 

forecasts will be correlated with covariance ~{et(l)o 

1-1 
€t(l+j)} - L lf. <P.+. (see 27) o So the given proba

. 0 l./J l., J.= . 

bilit.ies apply to individual forecasts and not jointly 

to the forecasts at all the different lead timeso Or: 

it is true that with probability f the limits for lead

time 1 (28) will include the actual value when it occurso 

It is not true at this probability that the series can 

be expected to remain within ~ll the given limits from 
I 

t to t+L 

For the calculation of the probability limits in eqo (28) 

i t is assumed that the <f weights are known exactlyo 

In p~actice the f weights are calculated from <jJ(B) • <( (B) = 

9 (B) 1 using estimates for the parameters cp 1 o o o o cp p' 

é71 o o ~ e~R ua
2 

p and hence Will be SUbjeCt t0 errOro 

We now turn to the three~stage iterative procedure for 

specifying an ARMAmodel for on observed stationary time 

series, or for the stationary series that can be derived 

from an observed nonstationary series with the methods 

of seco 4 01 0 
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4,3c2c Identification of the rnodela 
:w:: e =--~- -· ""- -- w - - -

To identify an appropriate subclass of roodels frorn the 

... _ ARM.A farnily~ 

~(B) Zt = e(B) at - (28) 

rneans to deterrnine the orders p and q and to obtain init-

ial estirnates for the parameters er 1 0 0 0 i <P ~ e( c ~ e<i and 

foreia 2
o In practice, it is frequently tr~e that adequate 

representations of actually occurring time series can be 

obtained with roodels in which p and ~ are not greater 

~han 2 and often less than 2o ~ 1 pa11)o The tools ern

ployed in this identification stage are the autocorre

lationfunction fk and the partial autocorrelation function 

cPkk 0 

Orders r:J2!:È- L 
The autocorrelationfunction for the model (18) is given 

by (see(19)): 

the autocorrel-

ations for lags k ') ~ are deterrnined by the difference 

equationg 

(k )' ~) 

-(29) 

- (30} 

For a solution analog to (15a), the values Jq , J"_ 1 o co e A-r+t 
provide starting valueso Since the process is stationary 

and Jk = )- k we cbserve that ~ 
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when <:l,-p+1 ~ 0 the whole autocorrelation function consists 

of a mixture of darnped exponentials and/or 

~~ damped sine waveso 

Wh en 9 -p+1 "7 0 there are q -p+1 in i ti al .? O 1 ) 1' e o o ?'J- f 
which do not follow this general patterno 

when p=O the autocorrelation function has a cut 

of at lag 'i +1 o This is MA(~) model 

( see eq" ( 1 7) ) , 

The l?_.ê.rti~l_autocorrelation functio,!l for the ARMA model 

can be calculated by successively fitting AR(k) roodels 

or from the autocorrelations via eq,. (5), Since the model 

(18) can be written in the inverted form as e-1 (B) ~ (B) 

Zt = at, .we observe that: 

1kk has a cut of at lag p+1 when e~ 1 (B) =1 so when 

~ = 0 

This is an AR(p) process" 

~kk is infinite and dominated by damped exponentials 

and/or darnped sine waves af ter the first (p~ ~ ) lags o 

Now, in pra.ctice;) k and cpkk have to be estimated by rk 
,.. 

and~kk with variances given by ( ) and ( 
" Standardization of these functions (rk/var (rQ.),; <}kk/var 

1\ 

( 4eJ. ) ) is a useful method for the determination of sig-

nificant non-zero values. These non-zero values do, 

usually, not suggest unique values p and ~' but a small 

set of possible values p and ~ can be obtained from the 

above theoretical properties of Fk and ~~~ This means 

that, at this stage several modelfarms are identified 
. ~) as poss1ble roodels for the process" 

*) Especially in the small s~mple caser it is very 
arbitrary to suggest poss1ble p and ~ valuese 
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We suppose, however; that unique orders p and ~ are 

identified and describe the next part of the iterative 

procedure for one model only. In some practical cases, 

~- it can be necessary to repeat this part for the ether 

possible (p~t) values, and to select the "best" model 

in the diagnostic checking stage. 

l_I)_!tial __ ~~,!.i~,c:!-_t.es f~r ___ th~ E~~ameter.eo 

The calculation of these estimates is based on the first 

p+~+1 autocorrelations r. of the series ~tand the series

varianee 5J ~ ~ = ( cp 1 • :. ~-. cfp) is estimated from 

ft:t-p+1 ' ••• o, n 9 +1 ,n9 +2 , o o. 5 Jlq+r 

from (30) n_q +1 = cP\ n'l + o o o+ <Pp R~-p+l 

where )l =1 
0 and n . _ n . 

/L-,--'L.+c.. 

,.. 
The autoregressive parameters ~ can be solved from this 

linear systemç by simple matrix inversion. 
i 

~ calculate the first l +1 autocovariances C k {k= 

-(31) 

"' ~ - ~ 
0 6 1, o. Of~) of the series Vt = ~t~ </> 1 ~b-1 - •• o ~-~p 2t-p 

The autocovariance function of this Vt process is given 

by eq. 17 ~ 
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2 2 2 * e2 +. 0 0 ~ ) cJa k=O 

k>~ 

From this equation we can compute estimates for the 

parameterS öa2 
1 e~ G Ë) ~-1 i o co 1 e 1 in thiS preCiS e Order 

using the iteration: 

.!i-2 ' 2 2 \) a = ,-~ jr( 1 + e1 + o " o + ell ) 

ej = - <cj ;aa2 - e1 ej+1 - e2 e j+2-" c 0-e't_b e'i ) 

with the convention t.hat 90 ::::-0 o The parameters$ 1 6 6 o oe~ 

are set equal to zero to start the iteration and the 
2 ' 

values of é. and (já to be used in any subsequenyfal-
. J 

culation are the most up to date values availableo 

fol11:P.ute,EprogE~ USPE accepts the varianee and autocarre

lation function of a stationary series, tagether with a_ 

guessed set of (p$1) orders (or a range of guessed sets 

of (p~g) orders) and perfarms the above procedure. 

The output of USPE includes initial estimates for the 

p + ~ parameters in the model, the residual varianee and 

the overall constant eooo and the reduction factor 

<T'a2 I fr~2 

Table I summarizes the properties of some lower order 

ARMA processeso 

- (33) 
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Table I Properties of some lower order ARMA processeso 

Order Behavier " Behavier Preliminary estimat admissable region 
(p u~f} 

0 from: 
.P~ 

of q,.(){~ es 

( 1v 0) decays ex- only 4>" 
41 = f1 -1-cc/J,< 1 

ponentially non-zero 

-
( 0 1 1 ) only j1 exponenti- J1 

- e,· = _"_ .. 
al domina- I+ eo.. - 1 < e, < \ 

non-zero tes decay I 

i 

{2 11 0) mixture of only cp11 and ct1 = i.t_(l: y 2- ) - r,«}.<l er- S's1..) exponen-
<P-u. ~.+~t.<.l tials or 

damped non=zerp 
cp2 

~}:1'2. 
" c:f>'2.-41 <l = ~- w 

sine-wave '- y,?.. 
•" h 

dominated y 1 = -e,c,-e'Z-) 
( 0 p 2) only ,? 1 by mixture z,+ e,'L + ef) r-\<9,<1 

)''2. 
of exponen-and tials or e, +e2.<t 

non·- zero damped sine 
f... J2 = -et. 

a:w.o _ _, 

Bt..-&,<1 wave ' + e .''- + e't,..,_ 
.. -

( 1 p 1 ) decays dominated f1 =Ü- è,t?J}(t~a) 
ex ponen- by exponen~ ( I+ fj IL ~ '2..' cf I 9! ) 
tially tial decay t\<<1',<1 
from the from first ~ 

first lag lago f 2 = p, <\?, 
-I < e,<. I 
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4 o 3" 3, Es tirnation of the parameter sa _ 

Suppose that a series ~t (t=1 1 ooogn) can be represented 

by an ARMA (pc~) modelo From this model we can generate 

the at series by using the difference equation: 

For starting up the difference equation (34) we need 
:tx) x p values Ë and ~ values ~ ~ These values are 

not available from observa.tionso However 8 for any given 

choice of parameters ( f!2 0 e) and of the start.ing values 

(~ *, ~ *> we can calculate successively a set of values 

-(34) 

at (~ rê I ~ll ... g_'\ r. } fort= 1 6 2poo 1 n -(35} 

In vielaw of the .role of the at series as the Vone-step

ahead forecast error 0 (see sec, 4a3o1a) 1 -it. is logical 

to use the varianee of this series as a minimization 

criterion in estimationo 

The conditiona.~~.?.!:l-m of sguaEes function is defined as~ 

s* < ~.@ > = 
n· 

;E_ 
t=1 

Parameter estimates obtained by minimizing the sum of 

squares are called the least squares estimatesr 

To avoid transient effects in the a~ series {35},origi

nating in the starting values; we have to minimize the 

EnCOfl_§,!tion_al SUffi: _9_f ,ê,9:U?:r~_§ __ !up_c:,!-~on~w_ 

s < A-. e >· = ~~-

x) The vector notatien var is used as an obbreviation 
for var, (i=1, MMM ,m):-

~ . 

- (36) 

-(37) 
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How a back-forecasting procedure is applied for evaluating 

unobserved at values will be described belowo 

In this paper we give 1~~s~ _sguares e~~imat~~i that is 0 

the unconditional sum of squares S( *·~ ) is minimized 

with respect to the k C= f+9-+\) parameters ~ = { ~, ~ ) o 

An ite.rative non-linear estimation procedure is used 

{uMarquardt algorithmu)o At each stage (index i) of this 

_ _procedure we need to calculate.g 

1n - the residuals at fort=- ~çooc,n 

2o - the sum of squares S ( -f'i) 

~ o...t 
- the derivatives ·~r..· {t=-~ uoco,n1 j=1,~oo 1 k) 

b 

1) .F~sidual~o For the calculation of the unconditional 

sum of squares in eq~ 37 we need at values for t = 
- tlO, e. ~ ;~ 1 -1 , 0 0 tha t. are not available from observa ti on o 

These values can be obtained by using a ~f>ac~.:Jore-_ 

,S.êSt.in,g u proceçl_?!-'ery At each stage of_ the estimation 

procedure we have estimates for the parameters ~ and f2 

in the model 4>(B)"Zt =6
0 

+ e(B) ·at -(38) 

This model generates future ~ t valueso Since the process 

is stationary and invertible 8 the same model can be 

used for the generation of ~t values in the past; when 

we replace the backward shift operat.or. B; by the forward 

shift operator F: 

<P <F> ::r t = e 0 + e (F) et 

The series 

at is the 

from at = 

at and et are E9!: the sameo As we have seen, 

one-step-ahead forecast error 0 and is obtained 
~ ~ 

? t- ~t- 1 (1} where the forecast ~-1 {1) is 

calcu1ated from ~t- 1 , ? t~ 2 , o co, using eq~ 38, 

- (39) 
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There is no argument for et, which may be called the 

'one-step-back back-forecast errorgi to be equal to at, 

~ _ since et is obtained from et =i! t- ~t+ 1 ( -1} 

where zt+1 (-1) is calculated from ~t+ 1 w ~t+2 ,ooo 1 using 

eqo 39" 

For forecasts from time np -onwords the one-step-ahead 

forecast errors an+i are zero 9 hence the at series is 

Equally 5 for back=forecasts at time 1 11 e 1_i is zeroo 

Hence lthe et series is ( 0 0 0 t 0 f 0 R e 1 i e 2. 0 0 0 I? ·en~ 0 e 0 0) 0 

After these general remarks we give the forma! back

forecasting procedure: 

a) Form the series et from t = n - p down to t=1 from: 
.•/ 

""' 
,.. .... "' 

et = i!.t ~ 4> 7! - ~pi ':'2.' - $, + ~ 1i 1i t+1 ., c c ... z: t+p 0~ 

-
. et+1 +c 0 0 o+ e<li et+<t 

(set unknown et~s, that is, e +' for i= 1 11 aoo 6 '1. , ·to n-p l. 

zero (conditional 6) and from t = 0 downtot =- ~ 

= 0 

b) Form the series r.t. from t=n down to t=1 from obser

vations and from t=O down to t = - ~ fromg · 

+oooo+ ~ , pl. 
"2: 

t+p 

• ~ 

- ( 40) 

- ( 41) 

(since the model is stationary, the series ë t will damp out 

out, and will be effectively zero after t ==Q, where the 

recursion is stopped) 
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c) For.m, finally, the series at frorn t = -Q up to t = n 

frorn: 

A ~ A 

at=- eoi +·é1i at-1 +o.o+ e~~at_, + ~t 
"' ,. 

- cp,t z-é_, - • • • - <Pf~ 2 -é-f> 

(values for t prior to t = -Q are set to zero) 

2) The unconditional surn of sgEa_Ee~ is calculated using 

all calculated at values: 

n 2 L 2 
s ( ~·) = z_ at { .(?LI g ) = [a~ 1 t=-Q t=-Q· 

3} The matrix of derivatj..:ye_ê X= [-;;e6t] 
k * (n + Q + 1), and has as elernents: 

is of dernension 

These derivatives can be obtained nurnerically by per

turbing the parameters aone at a tirne'o That is 0 the 

calculation with the back-forecasting procedure under 1 

(steps a,b,c} is repeated with .{}~ = ( ~~+~, ..... (>~ '>~ 
then with .:(.?;' = ( p.,, P.:~. t- & , ... ) ~~ ) and so on. 

The matrix X is then filled wi th: 

- (42) 

-(43) 

"'-jt = { at{l",,···,(\,···,l'q,l~)-a..,J(S,,-···Pi+.!: ···•l'otl~)} (:;, · 
n 

In· minirolzing S ( .f- ) = Z... 
t=-Q 

2 
[at1 ". the estirnation 

procedure is started by expanding [at] in a Taylor series 

abo~t the values [at,d] corresponding to the initia! 
estirnates 

k 

f=1 ~ jt ( {\- [\t.> ) for t = -Q" e 0 ,n 
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. 
fort= -Q, ••• ,n 

or r~J 

Hence for minimizing S { .J?) : 
I --1--

= - ~X C ~o1 + '1.. X X (_p -.J?o) :=: q 

or -{44) 

This yields the parameter correction in the first iteration. 

Since ~he [at] 's are not exactly linear in the para

meter-s .0' 1 a single correction w:j-11 not immediately 

produce least squares values. 

Instead, the corrected values are entered as new initial 

estimates and the process is repeated until convergence 

occurs, that is, until all corrections are negligibleo 

The more exact arrangement of the 'Marquardt' algorithm 

which pertorros the above minimization procedure is given 

in sec" 4 o 4 • 1 • 3 • 

The residual varianee is estimated by Gla 2 

The matrix of derivatives at convergence, 

XA 
~ is used for the calculation of approximate 

variances and covarianceso That is:(X 1 __ )-' ~ t 
,. V .. <Ta. = R ();. 
~ .!-7 t> -

approximates the.variance-covariance matrix of the r ·~ 
Hence for i, j = 1, ••• k 

var ( ~;_ ) = Aii · CJ"a2 
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fo~uterpro3ra~ USES accepts the original series, the 

identified orders (p, ,, d) and preliminary estimates 

for the parameterse The output includes the estimated 

parameters and their variance-covariance matrix. 

In this stage of the Box & Jenkins method, the estimated 

model is tested on its appropriateness as a stochastic 

model for the observed series" 

A dia_gn9.§tic checking metbod based on the residual series 

at I runs as fellows: Suppose a model,..~ (B) ~ t = e (B) at 

has been fitted and L.S, estimates (p) are obtained for 
.. .$1:>.-1 ,.., 

the parameterso Then the quantities at = 6 (B) cp (B) ~t 

are the residuals. These residuals should form a white 

noise series. This can be tested. For the first K auto-... 
correlations of the residuals: ~~(a), k = 1G •• K, it is 

possible to show that if the fitted model is appropriate, 

K 
then Q = n L 

k=1 

t "" 
ft~(a) is approximately distributed as 

fv 2 (K-p-~) 0,p291]. When this test fails; the 

following model modification is suggested: the residuals 

bt of the model </Jo (B) 2 t == 8 0 (B) bt turn out to be non

random. Using the autocorrelation function of bt, we 

can identify a model _for the bt series: ~ (B) bt = ë {B) at. 

The new model cF0 {B) <P {B) ~ t = Eb(B) ê (B) at can now be 

estimated and checked. 

For the selection of a best model from several estimated 

ARMA roodels for a time series, we can also use the above 

2 X test. 
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A 'diagnostic checking• test is more than a •validation• 

test, since it has to suggest, in the case the test fails, 

the form of an improved modele However, a validatien 

test is also useful: 

For validatien of a model we can use the speetral density 

function (see [~} ) : a) the density function of the 

residual series should be 1 for all frequencies, b) cern

paring the theoretical spectrum of the fitted ARMA model 

with the confidence band (eqo11) around the estimated 

spectrum may several model(in)-adequacy, c) cernparing 

the spectra of the original series, and the forecasted 

series. 
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4.4e Al~orithms for univariate time series analysis. 

For the application of the theory outlined in the prece

ding sections, several computer programs were written~) 

In the first instanee we followed the procedure given 

by Box & Jenkins (1, "Description of computer programs", 
l 

po495-508)" This involved the programming of four sepa-

rate parts of the theory: indentification, including 

stationari ty tran.sform (USID) ; preliminary es tirnation 

(USPE), estimation (USFS) and forecasting (USF~). The 

use of these four programs is schematically represented 

in fig. 1. ; The algorithms are given in sects. 4.4.1-4. 

These "Box & Jenkins algorithms" show some features that 

prohibit "fast and easy" use in the rnadelling of a lar

ger arnount of time series, as required in step II of our 

strategy. From fig.1 we see that the procedure requires 

some decisions by the model builder based on the output 

of one part, as input to the next part. Hence the use 

of this procedure is somewhat (human) time consuminge 

More important, it assumes a thorough knowledge of theory 

and programs, and quite some experience, on the side of 

the model-builder. 

In chaps 5 and 6, and in our strategy, a "fast and easy" 

univariate model building program will prove to be advan- • 

ta~ous in building multivariate models. 

x)The programs are written in F~RTRAN IV, since a compiler 
for this language is available in Tilburg as well as 
in Lima. (In Eindhoven it was possible to run these pro
grams on an IBM 360/30 at the electrotechnical faculty). 
When in this sectien on "algorithm" is given, a listing 
of the corresponding computer program, its· input des
cription, an output example and the flowchart of this 
program can be found in the appendix "Computer programs"" 
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' I 
I 

wt 
"' dJ. I 

~----------------~----------_,lstationari~'l 
l Jlll.e.~ l.S 

~ 

autocorrelation n~ I 

" part. autocor. ~~~ r no 

~ 
I output I 

I 
J sta~ionary ·1 

~~~~~----------------~--~rser~es? I 
Jl.~ (P q .J} 

,:, ~ 

I " AR parameters ~L.Q 

_J,.._YEt;; 

1 ~;<ie~A ~;rld 
,I, 

" I MA parameters ~~ 

residual s:! I no . 
z-t ~~Q I outout J ~J sens~ D.Le lP-!f 

~~~~--------~------------~~orders ? -, 
~ ~~i-e ' j_,lf>·'i) I ' 

yes 'I' 

estimation of pa-
I rameters with 

Marquardt algoritl 
~ I (+confidence limi 

x2 test quantity 
I no 

~ 

original 
series 

~~}.~ 4> I output -,~-~' 

~"' 
.. __ ~ decà' de on J . ~--~----------------------~~~oo ness o~ f~t -s: 

W-t; 

" 
u forecasts with 
s probability limit 
F 

~ 

I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 

yes 

, ~---..... -..........--.. -~"""-'~~"-'V...-..-~,_:-----'-_.._,....--....~1' """"'~,.._.,__---.A-v----- d )-1 ~ . r - model ~(~) ~-t: = @0 + ecs) a.-t > v.l--t.. d_ \J 2é 

( 
~ - forecasts for wt up to,say, 10 years ahead ~ 

Fig.l. Scheme for Box & Jenkins al~orithm. 
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Hence an "integrated model building" program (USM~) was 

developed. The use of this algorithm is schematically 

represented in fig. 2; the algorithm is given in sec. 
4.4.2.L 

"task" 

_, 

f 
orfginal series 

wt 

1~-··-···-· 'V -~--~--•-,v--·""'"V~•••• ··-· • ~.-

STATIÇ?.i stationarity transferm I 
AUTCçDR autocorrelation~.of s tationa:ry serj ts 

t 
I NES TI initial estimates for (p,Cj )~{oo)~t?·.~ 

~ 

SEL selection of three'best' I 
lUS ES estimate parameters etc. 

r ~HECK x2 check,eventually back to SEL 

PSFÇ) forecasting with validated model I -· ···.- - --··· --~····. ., .. ·-·--.. --··-········· ' . .. ., . 

~if I 
model with ~--l forecasts ... 

..... - ""' ...... ~ - -
Fig. 2. Scheme for inte2rated al~orithm 

The use of an "integrated" procedure was, in our specific 

case, possible since an important common property of the 

time series that occur, is the short series length. This 

made it possible to neglect (more or less) computer time 

considerations. How this fact was exploited is summarized 

in sec.4.4.2. Remember however the familiar disadvantages of 

short time series: large residual variance, difficulties 
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in discrirninating between possible. rnodels, parameter 
estirnates with large variances. 

The "integrated" algorithrn offers, of course, not the 

flexibility of the"Box & Jenkins" algorithrn, although 

sorne lirnited control options are available. Hence it is 

in exceptional (?) cases possible that the algorithrn 

fails. In that case one has to return to Box & Jenkins. 

4.4.1. Box & Jenkins algorithrn 

The algorithrn given by Box & Jenkins (1, p.495-508) is 

divided in four parts. For these parts, the input, used 

forrnula, and output are described in the following sub

sections. The notatien is consistent with that used in 

the preceding sections. 

4.4.1.1. bSID: identification 

in;eut N 

MAX 

nurnber of observations to be used 

maximurn lag for (partial) autocorrelation 

function 

NGW option for logarithrnic transferm 

d guessed difference order 

Wt(t=1 .•. 24)observed series. 

In this part the autocorrelation, partial autocorrelation I 

and spectra~ density function for a time series st are 

calculated. 

This time series is forrned frorn the observed time series 

(Wt) eventually after logarithrnic transferm (Wt:=~(w&)), 
in subroutine DIF: 

d 
z = \/ W-t 

t 
~t=t···~ ~.-w=- N-el 
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The mean and varianee for this series are calculated 

from: 

~~ Subroutine IDEN then calculates: 

- autocorrelation function from 

- estimate for error in n~ from 

- part.autocorrelation ~· ~-

I! 

<\>~~ = 

where 
A ,.._ A A 

q,R~ .:: <P~_,,,- ~~Q/flk-t.~-i. 

n, Ve= I 

These functions are evaluated for ~ = 1, •••• , MAX. 

The(optional) calculation of the speetral density func

tion in subroutine AUSPEC, requires the additional input 

of: 

F desired number of frequency bands 

m number of lags to be used 

and computer the spectrum from : 
~ ~ uR~) f.e == Co + ~ ~,A/Ac~ ~{ T 

where ~~ = "i [ \ ~ C6<n (ïT ~/1\W)) ~ ~ 1\M. 

= 0 

outEut - all input data 

differenced series (St) 

(Tukey window) 

differenced series mean and varianee (S , Co) 

- autocorrelationfct.and error (rk'· Sk' k=l •.•. MAX) 

- part i al autocorrelationfct. ( 4~~ , ~ = t ... Mfl~) 
- speetral density f•ct.(f.e ~ _Q,~CÊ..e) ~Q=o,t,-··,F) 
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The program has additional options for: 

- specificatien of a range of quessed difference orders 

- specificatien of a range of m-values in speetral 

analysis ('window closing') 

punched output cards (for further use in the next 

part(s)) -output of series yt r zt - 5 for easy hand plotting 

('visual appearance' in deciding on stationarity). 

4.4.1.2. USPE: preliminary estimation 

input r 
9 

z, Co 

- autoregressive order 

-roeving average order 

- mean and varianee of 

stationary series 

-autocorrel~tionfct.of stationary 

series 

In this part initial estimates for the parameters in the 

identified modelform: 

( I - <}I e - . . . - 4' r ~ f ) z-{:. = e 0 -t { I - BI ~ - . . . - Bq (.5. ." ) lt-& 

are calculated from the estimated autocorrelationfunction. 

The autoregressive parameters are calculated from: 

Ai~:: Jl-19-tC-'11 i,b=-•···P 

~;_- n.'l+i 

For the roeving average parameters we first calculate 

r>o 

- p:::.o 

From r'k estimates for the parameters-~' e-9 ,e,_, ...... , e, > 

in this precise order are obtained using the iteration: 
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() n I I { ~ é 't ) (_ ~ "' (Jo., 2./ C. 0 ) 
Jt\..:::: JL-o l-+e 1 +···+ cr 

ei.=- (n~/(R-e,a~-H -el.e~+t- ···-eq-be't)) (~==Cf.'f-'····,t) 
wi th the convention that eo :: 0 • The parameters eI ..... ) e'l 

are set equal to zero and h=l to start the iteration, 

the values of é7~ and h to be used in any calculation 

~- are the most up to date values availabl~. This process 

is stopped when the correction to the MA-parameters in 

an iteration are all less than some prescribed criterium 

value EPSS (e.g. OoOOS), 

The white noise varianee is estimated from 

== {Co~« i' "' 

Co -*' ~0 <P, n., 9=0 

The overall constant is estimated from: 
I 

outEut_ - all input data 

p>o 

p::o 

- initial estimates of AR parameters 
11 11 11 MA 11 

11 11 11 overall constant 
11 11 11 residual varianee 

- a 'reduction factor' 
"' 'l.. . 

: V01,. .fl.l2 /Co 

4o4.14o USES: estimation 

in:e.ut zt (t=l. •. n) stationary series 

( f, Cf) autoregressive and moving average 
"' $ fR. initial estimates AR parameters 
,. 
§3fR initial estimates MA parameters 

~ series mean 

PI, PMAX,.DELTA, FA, EPSS, LMAX control card 

orders 
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In this part the parameters in the identified model 

are estimated with an iterative non-linear estimation 

procedure: the Marguardt algerithm. 

In the first iteration the initial estimates from pro-

gram USPE are used as starting values. At each iteration 

(i+l) this algerithm requires the following steps. 

1. calculate the series { 0..-é- r t = -(\) -··"" wi th the back

forecasting procedure described in seco4o3.3. 

2. calcula te the ( tt * (M.+Q t-1)) matrix of der i va ti ves as 

described in sec. 4, 3. 3. ( ~ =- f + 'f + 1 ) 

3. calculate the ( ~ -*' ~ ) matrix A= [AJ\<.>1 
""-

where R.ns :: Z- ~ftt ~s-E: 
-t:=-<f 

the vector % = l "tnl' where ~f'\. 

'})J\-::. ~ 

(rv~ 1---~) 

the sealing quantities 

4. form the equations A~ À >t = 1:,* where ~'ri :.= ~"- /~n . 
and where A~s .=. ~s /:Dil- Jk 'J)s $m i~{, ~ I. + PT tJcrt 12 ?' 1 
Solve the.s-e equations for ~l\1 and form a._ll = Q/j'S)JL [n:t·-~) 
5. calculate new parameters ~i+\ = .t}i + J<. 

.•"' 

and the corresponding sum of squars S ( .0c:+ 1 ) as 

described in sec. 4.3.3. 

6. - if s (~.:-t-1) < s (_f}-,·) 

is the least squares estimate. 

- if S ( -P-i+t) ..( SC .o- .. ·) and not I RI\\<:. f: for all ll 

reduce the eenstraint parameter PI with a factor FA 

and begin the next iteration at step 1. 

- if S C-G-i+ I) "> S { .Oi) : increase PI with a 

factor FA and continue this iteration at step 4. 

We have to remark that this procedure fails in two cases: 

- when PI ~ PMAX. This can occur when (a) li is accidently 

exact the least squares value: solution: start USES 

again with -J?o =-.(?z and PI = o.o , and ( ~) 
bad initial estimates are chosen as ~o ;solution:?) 

- when ~7 LMAX (slow convergence; start USES again with 

_ç.o -= .f"t.M f\X 
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The residual varianee is estimated by ~2- = SC.(} )/tM-~) 
The covariance matrix 

I' 

· given by V = A - 1 Clo.1. 

obtained in step 3 of 

V of the parameter estimates is 

(where A is the cfk AE ~) matrix 

the last iteration). Hence the 

standard errors Si in the parameter estimates are 

... _Si = V V~;,\ ( t:.l ~ .. ~) and the correlation 

matrix R is given by 

The overall constant Bo is calculated from the equation 

in program USPEc The 'J.."&. test quanti ty is obtained from 

']..,_ = M ~ J1d;_ {t.L) where Jl~(a.) .> 
IQ::: I 

the autocorrelationfct" of the residual series ~~ 

(from step 1 in the last iteration) is calculated as in 

program USID. 

Output. - all input data 

- for each i teration (i I PI i, se f> i) I .(},<) 

- least squares estimates, standard errors and 

correlation matrix of the parameters 

- overall constant 

residual varianee and deviation 

residual series 

Xt 
test quantity. 

4, 4 .1. 4. USF~ : forecast~ . .n<I 

input- wt (t=l ••••• N) 

- 0..-t, { -t = 1- .. M.-tJ: N) 
d 

- N~PT, N LtzS'). 

original series 

redated residual series 

difference order 

estimate ARMA model for ~t = \7Jw~ 
residual deviation 

see options below 
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I' 

This program first evaluates the parameters cL (B) in 

the model for Wt: 
,f\ A "' 

d(B) 'vJ-6. = Eb + eu~)ct-t 
" ,/0. 1\ <P er~) =2 é = eó + e c B) 01.-{_ 

cl z-é = V w-c 
With this model the program calculates for each base 

year t ( i:. = MIN" " , .. N where MIN = max [ f4- J > 9 ] ) 

the forecasts for leadtimes 1 = 1, " ... ,10, using only 

information (on W and a) that was actually available in 

that yearo 

A particular forecast for wt:."r/( I made in year -é 

is denoted as CJ{R,t) and is calculated from 
1'\ ,. I"+J /'- "' q ..... A. 

w ( R. I i: ) = e + ? çj._ ' \v ( ~ - L ) -f_ - i) - z.. e i 0... -t- t' 
0 ~:: I t.. i.":: I 

with the conventions that (a) w rP-.:J-t-i) for .i~ L 

to the original series value W-t: _ t 

for t <. Q 

A 

and (b) ct-t-e.' 

refers 

=.o 

The forecast error for forecasts wi th lead time ~ are 

calculated from UE:.h \} Vt~l where V ( ~) = Var ( ..12.-t::<..€))= 
"' 1( ""' <le~.. ~ z:_ tf. 't 

~ =- b b 

where ~(B) •:d.X'-B) t- ecs) and hence [· 1 C~=-ö) 
~-= b "' "" "' ' z: eX.~~ .-e. <= I ~~-• b 

outEut - all input data ,. 
- ARI parameters o/... {i':::. 1 -· · p+c:l) 

&. 

- forecast matrix [ w t ..eI ·td 1 ( .R.-=- I··· •o; t:-:. ttJ:N ·· · N) 

- forecast error for .R :::: 1 •·• ·10 

The program has oEtions for: 
~ 

UEdatin~ (N~PT)o The forecast error ct, N+l is zero 

in year N. Suppose the observation WNT\ comes available, 

" " Then Q.. tJtl: W (t,N)- WN+\ 

can be used for calculating forecasts 
A 

vJ ( ç IN+ l) ~ .Q ;::- I -· -· tD 
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For N~PT ~ 1 the program calculates these forecasts 

( atJ+\ and WN+\ have to be added in the inputseries), 
/'- "' This process is repeated for ( a.. t->+1. , W w-+1. ) for 

NOPT = 2, etc. 

-lo~arithmic model for NL~G = 1 the input refers to the 

series W-t = ~ (observed -e ) and the output gives 

addi tional the forecaS tma tri x ~ ( R.. I -t ) = J2AI2.p [ .w { e (f-) J 

4.4.2. "Inte2rated" algorithm 

From fig.l for the Box & Jenkins algorithm we see that 

the model-builder has three tasks: 

- deciding on stationarity 

- selection of AR and MA orders 

- deciding on goodness of fit 

For the transfer of these tasks from model-builder to 

computer, these tasks have to be formulated in numerical 

terros .. 

Before we give the exact formulation that is used for 

program USM~ in sec. 4.4.2.lo 1 we indicate here the 

considerations that led to the selection of the actually 

used formulations. 

Stationarity *) In sec. 4.1. we gave three decision 

criteria: 

(a) 'visual appearance". This criterion can not be used 

in USM~ since it is impossible, at least difficult, 

to translate in numerical terms. 

(b) 'autocorrelation function should damp out'. This 

criterion is senselers for short time series, since 

we use for estimation of an autocorrelation the 

x) The question w~ or w~: = lltWt.) will be answered later 

on. Here we mean with the 'original' series the observed 

series w i:: or the · log ar i thmic series lt/"'é- : =- ~ ""t. 
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serieslength n in the denominator {eg.2n) 

(c) 'correlation between series and time' cor { z é ) -t. ) 

estimated by 

n= 

~-This criterion is actually used in OSM~ in the ferm: 

- calculate n.o for the original series w-t-
- ~ no L.. 0.1. then stationarity 

~ Slo ~0-~ calculate n., for '2. t ::. "'\) w -6 

~ n., < o.~ ~ stationarity 

~ calculate fl:t for 
l 

rr, ~ 0.:\ ~-é. = \J IN-t 

etc. This procedure turns out to de termine the same 

difference order J as the rather vague ' visual appearance' 

criterion. 

Selection of AR and MA orders, 

The receipt of Box & Jenkins as given in sec,4.3.2. leads 

into quite some difficulties for our sm~ll sample case. 

These difficulties stem from the fact that the autocorre

lations, and hence also the partial autocorrelations, 

have relative large standard errors. Moreover, even if 

these correlations were known more accurate, the receipt 

is difficult to translate in numerical terms. 

Hence we propose a different selection receipt: 
A A ,.. 

(a) calculate the initial estimates ( ~ , !2 , a-~..,_ ) f~ 
for all ( f,1 ) orders in the range (o,o)-+ (3,3) 

with program USPEo These calculations are based on 

the estimated autocorrelation f~ct. of the stationary 

series (the partial autocorrelation function does not 

occur in USM~) 

(b) calculate for each (p.9) order the 'reduction factor' 

defined as FACT = m 
M-~ 

~ = f+9 +t 

* residual variance~ 
series varianee 

where 
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The term is taken as an indication of 

the 'explanatory' power of the ARMA(r,~ ) model, that 

is,it measures the reduction in forecasterror obtained 

by adding p autoregressive and ~ moving average terros 

in the ( 0, 0) model ( purely random ~'é = ~). 
"'~ ~ The term ~~ expresses a discriminatien of high - order 

ARMA models. This discriminatien is intuitively justified 

by the fact that k (= p' + 9 + 1) parameters have to be 

estimated from the sample, and each parameter estimate 

has a standard error that depends on k" 

(c)select {and store) the three smallest reduction factors 

and the initial estimates of the ARMA (f,9 ) roodels 

to which they refer .. 

A numerical form of this receipt is used in USM~. 

Goodness of fit, 

Here we use the ~1 
test quantity given in sec.4"3.4" as 

a validatien test .. If '1-'l. is larger than the 90% point 

with the appropriate degrees of freedom, the estimated 

model is rejected and the estimation procedure repeated 

with the model that scores second best on the reduction 
z. 

factor criterion" If this model also fails the X test, 

the third selected model is estimated aqd tested. If this 

model also fails the X test, the progra.m stops o 

With these numerical criteria for stationarity, selection 

and goodness of fit, the program USM~ is build .. This 

program accepts a non-stationary series and yields the 

stationarity transform, the ARMA model and the forecast 

matrix. 

Concerning. the question ' 'Vl-t; or Jl. (1/J-t:) 1 
, we remark that 

two runs of USM~ for 'v./t:: and ~CWt:) respecti vely, and cern

paring the residual error of the model for W~ and the 

residual error resulting from the model for .fk.(wt.), leads 

to the selection of the 'best'model*), 

*)It is, in principle an~ p~actice, possible to include this 
selection procedure in program USM~ by a simple extension, 
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4 o 4 • 2 • 1 o .;;.U.;;.S.;..M...;O_;..._.u;.;.;n;;.;.:;;..i..;.v.;..a..;;.r.;..i;....a..."t._;e;.._:s~t.;..o,.;...;..c.;;.;h~a:...;.:.;;;s...;t...;i;;.;. c;.......;m~o.;..d,;.,;.;.,e.;;.;;l.;..i.;;.n;..,a:.9:. 

inEut Wt ( t = 1 ·~onN) original series 

control card = o standard (series length = 20) 

= 1 see options below 

This algorithm consists of six parts: 
- c-1 

~&=V W-t_ STATI~ calculates for J = O,l,2nooofor the series 

with series length n = N - d the quantity 
""" ;E_(2é-i )(-t-:;) 

Jl& = ( ~ (êé-2)< ;Ê:_(-t;-1.::. )"1..] lf? 

The first differenceorder where .n.~e>.3 is selec-

ted. The next four parts use this ~t series. 

AUTC{ZIR calculates the mean ~ , varianee co and auto

correlationfunction of the ~-6 series (as in pro

gram USID) 

I 

INESTI calculates for each ( p,9 ) order in the range 

USES 

CHECK 

USFÇ?j 

( o,o)~ (3,3) initial estimates for the residual 

~ _ -variance, AR parameters, MA parameters and the ~ "l. 

- reduction factor ( ~ '2., ei , ~ , FA er(.: ~~f.l _
9 

_ 1 « ';~ ) ) 

and selects and stores these quantities for the 

three smallest reduction factors FACT, 

calculates least squares estimates (etc.as in 4.4.1.3) 

checks on the X--z. quanti ty. In the case the test 

fails, the calculation with USES are repeated with 

the second best model (see 4.4.2.) ~. 

calculates the forecastmatrix and errors for the 

(valid) estimated model (see sec,4c4olc4.) 

ou~~t - all input data 
ltt for L~t-··d where dis the selected difference 

order 

stationary series 

- mean, varianee and autocorrelationfact, of stationary 

series 
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""'2 " " - ( p. 91 Cla, , FACT , 1? , ? ) p~ for (~,9 ) = (o,o) (3.3.} 
""t "" "' < r . 9 , a-" FAcT, .$> , ~ > r.~~. for the selected minimal 

reduction factors" 

USES output for each time USES is used. 

- USF~ output for valid modelo 
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4.5o AE~lic~tion to economie time series 

We start with a detailed analysis of the relevant output 

of the US programs for an example series. Quite arbitrary, 

~- this example series refers to the data for total consump

tion in constant prices in Peru (series 3103, 1950-'69). 

Then we describe the results of a rigoreus test en program 

USM~. Box & Jenkins derive roodels for series with say 

200 observations. We confront three of these roodels with 

the output of USM~ using only the first 20 observations 

of the same series" Finally we present the roodels and 

forecasts obtained with model USM~ for three, aselect 

chosen, historical time series on the Peruvian economy. 

The results seem to justify the conclusion that we have 

succeeded in developing a program that accepts a non

stationary series and yields a model ~ forecasts for that 

series. 

4.5.1: Detailed analisis of examEle series. 

Stationarit~" Fig.3. gives the 'visual appearance' for 

d = 0,1,2 and 3 (the lines connecting the points in the 

four figures are drawn for clarity; they have no meaning 

since consumption is an accumulated value), Remembering 

that a stationary series should have a constant mean, we 

decide that the series for d = 2 seems to be stationary. 

Hence the staticnar i ty transferm is gi ven by r.~ = "'~- . .h-Jt-- 1 +Wt;-"2. 

and ~z search for a parametrie model for ?~ 

Page~ives the output of USID for d = 2. Fig,4 gives the 

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, 

and their confidence bands. 



Fig.3 'Visual appearance' of series 
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:ODEHU~BEB = 3102 

ORIGINAL SERIESLENGTH OSED : 20 

DIFFERENCEORDER ., 2 DIF•SERIESLEN GTH = 18 

YEAR 

1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
19~9 

1960 
1%1 
1%2 
, 9& 3 
196q 
1%5 
1'366 
19&7 
1968 
1969 

I! EA.II ( 
VARIA riCE ( 

STND ERROR ( 

t:.AG 

1 

CBIGINAL VALUE 

31465•00000 
33607•00000 
33353•00000 
3li433•00000 
40066•00000 
li2li75•00000 
li2977•00000 
43337•00000 
45337•00000 
47890•00000 
49265•00000 
52986•00000 
58766•COOOO 
61J31J•OOOOO 
69384•00000 
71+239•00000 
79056•00000 
64374•00000 
86251•00000 
88137•00000 

55112•54687 
347523328•00000 

18641•97656 

A OTOCO VCOEF A OTOCORC CEF 

-278521•25COO -0•0710 
2 -1759789•00000 -O•li488 
3 -87436•12500 -0•0223 
!J 1277823•00000. O• 3259 
5 19 8292•5C COO 0•0506 
5 :-1558680•00000 -0•3975 
7 -!109055•5CCOO -0•1043 
8 1133989•00000 0•3020 
9 88103•37500 0•0225 

0 ~9316911•18750 -0•2529 
11 -102621•68750 -0•0262 
1Z ll73674•18750 0•1208 
13 698871•43750 0•1782 
,~ ·' -8)7803•50000 -0•:<060 
15 -336179•31250 -0•0857 

DIFPE RENCED V ALU E 

- 2396•00000 
1334•00000 
4553•00000 

-322li•OOOOO 
-1907•00000 
-142•00000 
1640•00000 

553•00000 
-1178•00000 

2346•00000 
2059•00000 

267•00000 
-1476•00000 

284•00000 
-38•00000 
501•00000 

-3401•00000 
-71•CCOOO 

0•0 
0•0 

-16•44444 
~9.209~6•00COO 

.1980•14038 

STDER'BOBAI!C 

0•2357 
0•2369 
0•2802 
0•2803 
0•3006 
0•3011 
0•3289 
0•3308 
0•3457 
0•3458 
0•3560 
0•3561 
0•3583 
0•3632 
0•3697 

DEVATIO!l FROM MEAll 

- 2 37 9 • 5 5 5 4 2 
1350•44434 
4569•41.1-141 

-3207•55542 
-1890•55542 
-125•55556 
1656•1lfl43Q 

. 569•44434 
-1161•55542 

2362•44434 
2075•Llll4J4 
283•44434 

-1459•55542 
300•44434 
-21•55556 
517•1<4434 

-3384•5554:< 
-54•55556 

0•0 
0•0 

PART ARC 

-0•0710 
-0•4562 
-0•1283 

0•1322 
0•0659 

. -0•?.543 
-0•1530 

0•0020 
-0•0973 
-0•0934 
-0•0201 
-0•1625 

0•0999 
-0•121 5 
-J•0193 
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P and 9 orders. We remark first that orders of pand/or 

9 7 3 refer to ARMO roodels that (a) are unlikely to 

be meaningfull and (b) give serieus difficulties in 

estimating so many parameters from a series with 18 

values~ F ~I 

,.,_ Hence we want to identify the 3 

best of 16 ( f,CJ ) combinationso 2 

For this identification we remember 
1 

the Box .& Jenkins receipt as 

"" given in seco4.3o2o We note that 

(a) ~~ can be seen as to consist of 
"' 3 

, 

a 'mixture of damped exponentials and/or damped sine waves' 

from R = Oo hence 9- f + 1 ~o d1- f ~,q+t 
(b) ~~ can be seen as to have a cut-off at A..= 3 and then 

! 

p = 2 ~ 9 =o __,. AR ( 2 ) mode 1 
1\ 

(c) q,Q~ can also be seen as to be 'dominated by damped 

exponentials and/or sine waves' from the first lag 

onwards: f = ~o 
Cornbining these notes in one 

figure, we conclude that the 

appropriate ( {', <=J ) order is 

likely to lie in the upper 

left corner of the ( ep, ') ) 
fieldo We identify at this 

stage ( p,Cf) = (2,o) and 

keep in mind that this selected 

( '2. ,ö) 

combination is only slightly preferred above other 

combinations. 

Summarizing at this stage 

'2 
:Z.-i.- = '\/ Wt. 

( I - 4' ' ~ - ~ ~ t ) ( 'Z-t - "2 ) - ~ -t , 
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1 
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J 
1 
2 

I 

- 1•-J :lr. ."! ;.) 
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-l!•ll';f.14 

REDU~TION FA:TOR = 

SZP.I~, r.~~:: 
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1 •l1 U0t'~' 
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3089493•GiJCOJ 

1757•69'1~1 
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4o5o1o2. USPE: ~reliminar~ estimation 

Now we derive initial estimates for the parameters cP1 

and cP~ 
The ou"tput of ptrogram USPE is giv,~e~n~o~n~.c::.=:Pa~q~e:...__;7:....:9~----==--------r 

" Hence the model is at this stage ~i::=\) v.lt:. 

( 1 +-o.lo 6 +O·it-é:t:S2 )~é-=--'25.6 +a-é 

(note: in this case, the AR-parameters can also be 

calculated from TableI in seco4e3.2o}. 

The output of USES is given on pages 81 and 82 
.v_2. Since the ~ test gives no evidence of model inadequacy 

{4-75<-< 14.7 for E,;:; Q,l)e the final model for series 

3102 is given by: 

(1 -ro.lo8 
{0.'2.'2.) 

~ 
~ -t. ::: \l W-t. 

+ o . 6 g; ~ 2 
) ( ~-t. - I 0 'S. ) -

(0.~1) (?.....,-4] 

4.5.1.4o USF~ : forec~sting 

The output of USF~ is given on page 83o Concerning the 

interpretation of this page we want to make three remarks. 

(a) The most up to date forecasts {in this case, those 

made in year 1969 for the values in 1970, 1971, etc") 

are shown in the lowest diagonal. Hence the forecast for 

1970 is 92,85.6 sol., for 1971: 96,615 etc.) 

The 50 and 95% errors in these forecast are prihted in 

the two rows under the table, We could have given this 

information (most up to date forecasts and errors) as the 

only output of USF0. However, we present the 'forecast 

matrix' as the output, in order to prevent an uncritical 



~~ .f· ~· 

~,~--"~~ 
;...".··-; :. 

CODENUMBER 3102 

. ·: ·2396,00000 -__ 1334,00VOO 
1640,û0000 555,00000 

•1476,00000. - 284,~0000 
-ö9983,ooooo 88137.~nnoo 

0 I F, SER IE S L ENT H =. 1 R 
AR•ORDER ··2 
MA-ORDER :: 0 
OIF,OROER: 2 
OIF,SERIES MEAN K 

4553,00000 
•1178,00000 

-38.00000 
0,00000 

PI-;PHAX--fA oELTA··~FP~S LMAX. 
0,010 0,100 0,200 0.001 0,005 20 

lN,_EST,AR•PARAMETfRS -0,10339 

lN,EST,MA·PARAMETERS 0,00000 

tMAROUARI'IT ITEPAT!ClN I 
L PI XMEAI\ o;u .. OF SQU~RFS 

, 0,010 •16,4G444 5088591)3,44 
2 0,01 o: 105,ZQY7b 4il588704. 01) 
3 0,002 1(\1. 1-1.31<4 41\3~142~.65 

4 o.ooo 102.61759 48330fl50. 22 
5 o,ooo 102,Ï'1i?~ 41\3301\02. 7.) 
6 0,000 10t,no93 41\329998,71 

~ ::. -- -- ~--
.. ;;_~ - .. ..; ... -- _ .. --

:--~-. =--=---=-:-: -:-::: --~ ,-~:-;.:.- --
·-· -- -

-3224,(10000 
l346,000UI1 

501,(100011 
0, O•JOOI'I 

-0.45614 

1),00000 

FI C1) 

-0,1053"' 
-11,101)9"' 
-0,10)2R 
-0,1022'> 
-11,10?.09 
-1\,1020_7 

-1907,00000 
2059,00000 

•3401.00000 
0.0000() 

•142,00000 
1.6 7 ,1)0000 
-71,00000 

o,ooouo 

0,00000 0.0001)0 

0,(10000 o.ooooo 

F J < 2 > FI (3) F I C 4) 

•0,4S6H 0,1)0000 0,00000 
-0,62137 o.noooo (),00000 
-0.6471)4 0. •)0000 o. (!'lOOD 
-0.65073 0,1)0000 0.00000 
-o. 6i13o o,noooo v.OOOOO 
-0,65139 0,01)000 0.00000 

· .. 

~-~----- -· 

OMA ( 1) QM~(2) O!oiA (3 >. tJ"'.td 4) 

o.noooo 0,00000 ll,IJOOOO -1,1)0000 
o.noooo il.OOOO(I 0,00000 ·o.ooooo 
O,l'l()')00 0,00000 0. [11)(100 . 0. 0'>0(10 
o.ooooo IJ,OOOOO 0.01)000 o.ooono 
0.00000 1),00000 o.oor,l)n •). 00000 
0,00001) o.ooooo o.ooooo o.ooouo 

---::· :- . - - """"::"- ---· --- -
-- . .:;_ :::- -~_;_..:._ -· --

co ,_. 
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~19 •?.1,31393 
-, 8 -3 4. 5 81 0"3 
•17 36,13937 
;.16 47,11161 
-15 ~65,v32R8 
•14 ---:,"':-;61,99308 
-13 11o,•n267 

·-12 77,78740 
-11 -182,490113 
•10 . "•90,82159 

-9 294,38501 
-8 f-93,29759 
-7 ·-4t-6,55347 
-6 =_ •70,12051 
-5 727,22<f0d 
-4 ~ -6,30754 

o,oooon 
0,00000 
0,(1 0001) 

28,47876 
-3~>. 2ao4e. 
-38,03484 

61,!:-5(-6'5 
48,7286/1 

'•102.28"1'3 
-58.77855 
166,24311 

64,1b553 
-?6~. i!7002 

-56,96896 

-3 -111),43578 __ 
-2 L- 1il4,46!.i93 

41",1o?l.lll 
22,24575 

•642.~6/\83 

66,5063? 
975.72743 

-?54,99269 
-1 -- 16113,48H2 

,. 04:-546,98946 
1 - --·249ö, 7"5093 
~zn 1231,26907 
3~- 445.0,26907 

, H~-33z~;73o93 
5. -2009.7309 3 

·- 6T'. •244, 73093 
7i- 1)37,26Y07 
a""f; 450,26907 
9. -12PO,i'3(193 

10-f: 2l.43,26Y07 
11 1956,2f-907 
1zi~-- 164,26907. 
, 3:·· :.1578,73093 
1~t' 181,26907 
15~- -140,73093 

- 36tt}'' 398~Z6907 
17' -3503,73093 
1 ~l-"' .. , 73~73093 

-1457,9560~ 
619,91623 

29411,?9443 
•2070,44830 

549,57242 
. -261 (-. /170511 

?05,16765 
447,76443 

-?33,40757 
2405,R4465 
1'5t>,98)26 
11\25,19407 
-?l:<i',t>t:>69C, 

127,12941\ 
-1150,60031 

501,91>160 
-3554,75007 
-2?1. 9321, 

- :; ".,:r =-""-'~ ro{;;j._· ~ -· ..__ -: 9'?:....ç;... __ ~_;;~--, ~- .. 

···································~······························~·········~················· 
CODENUt18EI! 3102 

DATA FROM LAST ITERATIOI-l OF MARQUAROT ESTIMATIÖN-J:-ROC1:ÓURE T 

L = 6 PI = 0,00002 

PARAMETtR VALUF STNO,ERROR 

F1(1) -0,10207 0,21591 

F1(2) ·0,65139 0,21403 

XMEAN 102,73093 254,15074 

SUM O.F SOUARFS = 

COPRELATION ~ATRIX 

1,01)00 0,0707 0,005~ 

0.0707 1.0000•0.0~14 

0.0056-0,0614 1.0000 

48329~98,70751 
·--------------·-.·-· - ... 

RESIOllAL VARIANCF. = 3221999,91385 

RESIDUAL DEVIATION = 1794,99301 

OVERALL CONSTANT : 180,13485 

RES,MFA~ 

CHECK 
FOR 9 DFGREF.S OF FPFEr.QM,CHTSOUARf - ~.75048 

. --- ~-:.::-.: ~;::-- ·- -· - .. -·-···---·-. 

. -.-

--- --- --
.. 



. 
FORECASTS FO~ SERIES 3102 WITH 110DEL BASED ON 20 OB'SERVATIONS 

IEAB OBSEBVED BESII:UAL FORECASTS FOR LEADTII1ES { 

1 2 3 " 5 6 7 8 . \ 
9 . 10 

1950 31465•00000 975 •72129 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 o•o O•O 
1951" 33607•00000 -2511•99268 0•0 0•0 O•O \ 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1952 33353•00000 -1457•95581 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•C 0•0 0•0 
1953 34q3J•OOOOO 619•91602 0•0 O•O O•O · O•O O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O O•O O•O 
195li li0066•00000 948•29419 37117•7 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O 
1955 42475•00000 -2070•li4824 44545•3 38949•7 0•0 O•O O•O 0•0 O•O O•O 0•0 0 •O 
1956 42977•00000 549•57227 42427•3 46356•6 40003•5 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O 
1957 43337•00000 -2616•87036 45953•8 44910•6 49371•8 41872•2 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1958 115337•00000. 20 3 •1f:i 7E 5 45133•7 50100•2 118915•7 54182•1 443114•7 0•0 ·J•O O•G 0•0 0•0 
1959 47890il00000 1147•7611110 117!142•2 !17056•3 52695•2 51297•0 58205•0 461104•7 0•0 0•0 0•0 u•O 
1960 49265•00000 -233•40756 49498•3 48648•3 48210•3 54866•8 53032•6 E1319•0 4€293•6 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1961 52986•00000 2405•84448 50580•0 51022•9 50057•8 49540•7 58272•2 56072•0 65218•8 50648•7 O•O 0•0 
1962 58766•00000 135C•9E511 57414•9 52848•6 53351•4 52212•1 51533•9 62007•6 59578•9 69€10•4 53247•8 O•O 
1963 64813•00000 1825•19385 62987•7 (.0423•5 55238•9 55832•4 54338•0 53524•5 65085•6 62368•8 73999•6 55698•3 
1964 69384•00000 -287•66675 69671•6 66207•4 63296•0 57175•8 57954•2 5616h6 55263•7 68195•7 65107•5 77959•1 
1965 74239•00000 127•12947 74111•7 74657•6 70724•4 67287•6 59259•7 60193•4 58214•7 57210•3 71910•9 68498•5 
1966 79056•00000 -115C•60C10 80206•11 79964•9 80584•7 75941•7 71433•7 61804•0 62834•7 60621•3 591179•5 75723•4 
1967 84374•00000 501198145 83871•9 86055•4 85781•2 86512•7 80422•5 75014•9 6 4385•7 65538•5 63022•5 61760•8 
1968 86291•00000 -3551l•750CO 89845•7 88892•7 91371•8 91048•1 92007•7 811702•2 78733•3 66E43•6 68154•1 65373•9 0) 

1969 88137•00000 -271•93188 88408•8 95155•4 94073•4 96999•7 96575•1 97726•2 89662•2 82985•6 69469•8 70917•9 w 
MODEL 
FUTURE 
1970 0•0 0•0 92385•6 92901•5 100561•5 99284•2 103122•7 102613•4 103E84•1 94863•7 87274•2 72339•5 
1971 0•0 0•0 0•0 96615•2 97201•0 106243•3 104567•9 109172•2 108610•0 11CQ31•4 99717•4 91391•2 
1972 O•O 0 •C 0•0 0•0 99461•7 100153•2 112014•1 110004•3 115086•6 114457•8 116073•7 1047113•1 
, 97 3 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 10264118 103548•7 117776•2 115557•7 121243•0 120527•9 122313•6 
1974 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 106868•7 107956•7 123661•2 121179•6 127642•5 126852•2 
1975 O•O O•O O•O 0•0 0 •O O•O 0•0 110951•6 112152•4 129719•4 126898•3 134039•7 
1976 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 114547•1 115890•4 135859•8 132742•6 
1977 0•0 C•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O 118466•3 119993•3 142059•1 
1978 0•0 O•O O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 122849•9 124537•2 
1979 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 127155•2 
1980 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 

50~ ERROR = 1220•6 2618•5 3711•4 4838•9 6324•7 799118 9641•0 11372•5 13279•7 15289•2 

95" ERBOR 3518•2 7547•4 10697•6 13947•4. 18230•1 23035•1 27186•6 32779 .. 5 38276•8 44068•7 

TBE OOTPOT IJ ROW 1911 GIVES 
-- OBSERYED VlLOE IR TBlT YElR 
-- CRE-STEP-AHE~t FCRECAST EBROR 
-- TBE FORECAS7S FOR THE YALUE IN IEAR 19II,!!ADE IN lUB (1911-1), •••, (19II-10) 

'1'88 OOTPOT OR A DIAGCNAL CF TBE'TAELE GIVES THE FORECASTS IUDB IR (19II-1) FOB LEAD TI !H!S L=1,.2,••• ,10 
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use of the above forecasts (and hence an uncritical 

confidence in the model)n This matrix gives the forecasts 

with the model made in the years 1953 (4 = d + max(r,1 )) 

up to 1969o In this way, inspeetion of a row of the 

matrix, eogo that behind 1965, makes clear that the 

forecasts for the value in that year are very dependent 

on the leadtime, that is, are worse for larger leadtimeso 

(b)For technica! reaSO!)-S, the forecasts are given in so 

much detail" For instance, the forecast for 1970 (9238506 

+ l795o0) should of course be presented ( 9. 2 3 as + 1.8).10. - -
(c) The word 'future 1 refers to the up-dating use of program 

USF~" Suppose the observed value in 1970 came available. 

Theri we can replace the expected value for the residual 
A 

with the actual value (o.oe with a 70 = w70 - w69 (1)) 

and calculate the next diagonal in the table. This pro

cedure can be repeated for 1971, eten As an exa~gle 

for this updating-procedure, we present on page~he out

put qf-USF~w where we have assumed an observed value 

in 1970 of 93,000 and hence a 70 = 614o4 

In updating the model is not estimated anew. Hence the 

appropriateness of this procedure depends on the assump

tion that the serieslength has (within limits) only a 

marginal effect on the identification and estimation of 

the model" That this assumption is justified, is indicated 

by the final model for series 3102 when only the first 

18 observations are used: 
'l. z;,_ : 'iJ Wt-

(1 + Ooll B + 0,67 B2) ( ~t- 256) = Q,.t <i= 1630. 

The differences with the model in sec,4o5.1.3 are only 

slight (that the residual error is smaller for a shorter 

serieslength is, of course, in general not truee Inspee

tion of the residuals (p 83 ) shows that the extremely 

large value in 1968 is responsible for this effect) . 

. • 

r. 



FORECASTS PO! S!RI!S 3102 WITH ~ODEL BASED ON 20 OBSERVATIONS 

YEAR OB SERlED RESIDCAL PORECASTS PCR LEADTI~ES 
1 2 3 4 5 '6 1 8 9 1 10 

) 

1950 31465•00000 975•12729 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1951 33607•.00000 -254•992€8 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 . 0•0 O•O 
1952 33353•00000 -1457•95581 0 •0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1953 3~433•00000 619•91602 0 •O 0•0 O•O o··o O•O 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O 
1954 40066•00000 948•29419 37117•7 0•0 0•0 O•Q O•O () •O 0•0 O•O 0•0 O•O 
1955 42475•00000 -2070•.44824 44545•3 38949•7 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O O•O 
1956 42977•00000 549•57227 42427•3 46356•6 40003•5 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1957 43337•00000 -2616•87036 45953•8 114910•6 49371•8 41872•2 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 
1958 45337•00000 203• 16765 45133•7 50 100• 2 48915•7 54182•1 44344•7 0•0 0•0 O•O O•O 0•0 
1959 47890•00000 447•16440 47442•2 47056•3 52695"2 51297•0 58205•0 1161104•7 0•0 0•0 C•O 0•0 
1960 49265•00000 -233•40756 49498•3 48648•3 48210•3 54866•8 53032•6 61319•0 48293•6 0•0 0•0 0•0 
1961 52986•00000 2405•84448 50580•0 51022•9 50057•8 495110•7 58272•2 56072•0 65218•8 5061lS•7 O•O O•O 
1962 58766•00000 1350•98511 57414•9 52848•6 53351•4 52212•1 51533•9 62007•6 59578•9 69810•4 53247•8 0•0 
1963 64813•00000 1825•19385 62987•7 60423•5 55238•9 55832•11 54338•0 53524•5 65085•6 62368•8 73999•6 55698•3 
1964 69384•00000 -287•66675 69671•6 66207• 4 63296•0 57175•8 57954•2 56161•6 55263•7 68195•7 65107•5 77959•1 
19&5 74239•00000 127•129117 74111•7 74657•6 70724•4 67287•6 59259•7 60193•4 5€214•7 57210•3 71910•9 68498•5 
, 966 79056•00000 -1150•600 10 80206•4 79964•9 80584•7 75941•7 71433•7 61804•0 62834•7 60621•3 59479•5 75723•4 
1967 84374•00000 501•98145 83871•9 86055•4 85781•2 86512•7 80422•5 75014•9 611385•7 65538•5 63022•5 '61760•6 
, 968 86291~00000 -35511•75000 89845•7 88892•7 91371•8 91048•1 92007•7 84702•2 78733•3 66843•6 68151h 1 65373•9 
1969 88137•00000 -271e931e8 88408•8 95155•4 94073•4 96999•7 96575•1 97726•2 89662•2 82985•6 69469•8 70917•9 co 
I'!ODEL VI 
1970 9 3000'•00000 6111•39990 92385•6 92901•5 100561•5 99284•2 103122•7 102613•4 103€84•1 94863•7 87274•2 72339•5 
FUTURE 
1971 O•O c •0 97781•3 96615•2 97201 •0 106243•3 1011567•9 109172•2 108610•0 110031•4 99777 •4· 9139h2 
1972 0•0 O•O 0•0 100785•7 99461•7 100153•2 112014•1 110004•3 115086•8 114457•8 116073•7 104743•1 
1973 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 104204•6 102641•8 103548•7 11777.6•2 11~557•7 121:243•0 120527•9 122313•6 
1974 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 108918•6 106868•7 107956•7 123661•2 121179•6 127642•5 126852•2 
1975 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 113410•4 110951•6 112152•4 129119•4 126898•3 134039•7 
1976 Q•O o··o 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O O•O 111261•2 1111547•1 115890•4 135859•8 132742•6 
1977 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 121502•3 11E466•3 119993•3 142059•1 
1978 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 12630181 122849•9 1:24537•2 
1979 O•O 0 •O 0 •0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 O•O 130968•7 127155•2 
1980 Q•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 ·0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 13~466•4 
1981 t:t.•o 0•0 0•0 O•O 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 0•0 

1 
50, ERBOil = 1220•6 2618•5 3711•4 4638•9 6324•7 7991•8 9641•0 11372•5 13279•7 15289•2 

95~ !IiBh~ • 3518•2 7547•4 10697•6 13947•4 18230•1 23035•1 27788•6 32779•5 38276•8 44068•7 

i • 
TBR OUTPO'l'· 111 l!OI 19II GIVES 

-- GBSEBVED VALC! IJ TBAT IEAB 
~-~BB-S~EP-AHEAD PORECAST ERROR 
-- ~BB POBECASTS POB THE VALUE IN YEAR 19II,!IADE IN tEAR (19II-1), •••, (19II-10) 

'rBE OUTPUT OB;A DIAGONAL OF THE TABLE GIVES THE FCRECASTS !IADE Ill (19II-1) POR LEAI:TI!IES L=1,2,•••,10 
; ' \ ! 

' ' 

LAST 1 RES~DÓ1LS WBRB OBTAIJED PRO~ PREVIOUS RUNS WITH YHIS PBOGRA~ 
'l'H8 COBBESJ'OJWI IICO OBSEllV AT IC liS WEBE HOT CSED IK MOD!LING 
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The output of USMW for series 3102 is given on pages 87 

to 90 • We see (a) that the stationarity transfarm selec

ted with the 'correlation between series and time' is 

exactly the secend difference; (b) that the (p,~) orders 

selected with the "reduction factor' is exactly the 

ARMA ( 2 Jo) model that \.was also selected in the Box & 

Jenkins procedure! and (c) that the estimation" checking 

and foracasting subroutines give exactly the same results 

as described aboveo 

In the preceding sectien we showed that the 0 integrated' 

algorithm gave the same results for the example series 

as the "Box & Jenkins" algorithm. Although this can be 

taken as an indication of the performance of USM~ , we 

want,tö apply a more rigid te~t, that has to show that 

our solution for the transfer of tasks for the model 

builder to tasks for the computer (see fig.l and 2) is 

succesfull in practiceo (A theoretical justification lies 

outside the scope of this paper). 

For this purpose we can construct the following test. 

Suppose we have a series generated by an exactly known 

model; what model will USMP calculate when we use 20 value;; 

of this series as input ? Since we have not at hand a tiseries 

generated by an exactly known model', we cernpare the 

roodels at which.Box & Jenkins arrive from observed series 

with say 200 observations, with the model at which USM~ 

arrives using only 20 observations" In camparing these 

roodels we think that the modelferm (orders d, p and ~), 

is the most important criteriono 
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cO'DE NliMBER = 31 0~ 
.:.." . ·::;_-.::-..:.~~=. :__. .. 

ORlGINAl SfRTES 
- -·-··- ···-:--= ----:--:-:.;::. 

·· · - 3Üa5·, oo~-oo "- 33607. ooooo 
.. -,-:=---=~~42977 00000. 43337 0000(1 

·:-,-,-"=-.=-.::.: 5ö766: 00000 =:64813: 00000 
__ M6~91,ooo~o_-B8137,ooooo 

S'rANDARO-PUN 

3335:5,00000 
45337.00000 
t-9384,(10000 

0,00000 

31..433,00000 
4'71390, 0000.0 
74239,00000 

0,001100 

40066,00000 
49265,00000 
7905é-,00000 

0,00000 

CO~TRDLCARD_~- 20 0 10 10 10 25 0,005 0,010 0,999 0,500 0,001 

42475,00000 
5~986,00000 
!ll.374,00000 

o.ooooo 

i 
\ 

.• 

······~········~········•**************************************************************"'***********•••·················· 

.TATIONARITV T~ANSFbRM 

TIME CORREI A TI ON SERIES OEVIATlOh- .. 

.' 'lTAT,SI'I!!ES 

•23Y6,0001)0 
1f>40,00000 

•1476,00000 
-899!l3,00000 

zo 
19 
18 

1334,(10000 
553.0001)0 
284,00000 

88137,0000\l 

0,97451 
0,4'5670 

-ll.1n1S9 

18641,981303 
1972,95076 
19R0,1t.310 

45!13. 00000 
-1178,00000 

-38,00000 
0,000\iO 

-3224,00000. ·1907,00000 
2346,00000 2059.00000 

S01,0D000·--3401,00000 
0,00000 . 0,00000 

MEAN • 
VAl!! • 

-16,44444 
3920966,69134 

LAG AUTO COR~ELATION 

0 1.0000 
, -0,0710 
z·· ·-- -- -0,4488 

_, - -- -' =- -~ - ~] ~ - · ... ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~- ~=-~----~;-5~<--..,~: '"'':".; 0.0506 
--==,~-==c ·1r "-=----=-=--=--·-~---0, 3975 

_ .. --:·· .. . ,, .. ,~::-:==-'-? '::-":...~~---~_;:-: . -0.1043 

-142,00000 
267.00000 
-71.00000 -· 

O.üOOOO 

-~---.-= :.:---:-· 
·--~-----~·'!! . ~....0~~-~~' Ö,3021J -- - M•.•-:::_....:. :~. 

.::" .:~}:.:;· ~-:;,,_ .... :;ë;~c9:;:: .. ~ ;_··:;"':::~:::::·. O,Q2Z5 -. 
·-"·-~~"'"~""'to·= ,_.,_~,-~- •0,'2529 -~- ~ -- ··-· -· 

~~:t~~-:~,r;. ~~r-=:o:'t:~~:z~ "'::}'~: -g; ~~~~ -'~; -·~·-
.. -i~:~,;:~~c_:?[.:o:~ }~~~:;;,~,';_::;: -~: g~~ 

; . 

·· ........ 

• 



············································****·······························································~······· 

ORDERS RESID,VARIANCE RF.D,FAC 

AR MA 

0 ~ 3920966,69134 1,0000 
0 1 3901281,5112~. 1.0535 
0 2 O,P0175 10Q,OuOU 
0 3 0,~006~ 100,0000 
1 0 3901182,18329 1,0535 
1 , 160230078,15038 45,9733 
1 2 0,00052 1UO,hUOU 
1 3 1,73080 10C,OOOQ 
~ o , 30B94o0,19965 o.~8A4 
2 1 3039122,48453 0,9301 
2- ~- 295n32,33609 n,969? 
2 3 2967816,87347 1,0480 =--m- ·-- 3_ tJ~-- -~ 3()36508, 31'h!3 -- o,9l99--

. .!~:-.1 !" 1 _, ---- 0,78007 111,0000 
-.Ju;~· ·3, 2-- 2967356,46423 1,0479 

.;:~ ·: 3 3 19 9 9 0 3112 2 • 4 , 2 , 1 7" • I, 7 5 0 
...:.;.· 

SEtECHO . 

3089400,1996') 
303!!508,37183 
3039122,48453 

MARQVAR~T ITERATJON 

0,8!!64 
1),0299 
n. 9 301 

~Ufo1 OF SQUAI<ES 

1 0,010 -- .;6,44444 
2 0 t)10--- -·:------ 1ft~ 20794 
3 o:oo5 ·· 1o1:ö4ö53 
'• 0, 002 ·-:-'=;-" 0

, 'c'.:-1 Oz, 61311. 
s 0 • 0 01 -- -"'- '= . 10 2. 71 4 5 8 

--

SOIS83571,1!S 
t.83ell697,t>4 
4!'331470,<'6 

·.4ABi)052, 51 
41'330007. 47. 

-~--=-=..:.: -·--:-:- ~ ---- ~-

--- ~-~---·Ç:- ~--:--~------ -··~::::=-:-:.-:· 

... ---- ··- --· - .... 

lUITlAL ESTIMATES 

AUTOWEGRFSSIVE PARAMETFRS 

F I ( 1l 

o,noooo 
0."(•0000 
o,ouooo 
0,00000 

.. 0.07103 
6,31834 
0,04969 

-14,61459 
•0,10344 

0,11938 
0,16S91 
!1,10514 

-0,1()1911 
-1,17530 

0,01412 
11,38228 

-0,10344 
.. 0,161911 

0,11938 

1'1<1> 

-0.11)344 
-0,10696 
-ll ,1 0328 
~0.102i.'3 
-0,10209 

F I ( 2) 

0,00000' 
0,00000 
o, 00(100 
0,00000 
0,00000 
0,00000 
o,ooooo 
0,00000 

~0,45616 
-0,44034 
~0,73437 

-0,73135 
~0,46Q44 

-0,57426 
-0,71624 
~2,10463 

-0,45616 
•0,46944 
-0,44034 

q (2) 

-0,45616 
-0.62137 
-0.64696 
•0,65071 
-1),65130 

F I <3 > 

0,00000 
o.ooooo 
0,00000 
0,00000 
o.ooooo 
0,00000 
0,00000 
o.ooooo 
0,00000 
0,110000 
0.00000 
o.oooon 

~o.1.?83S

-o.s9059 
~0,06684 

6,07845 

o.ooooo 
-0,121>35 

0,00000 

F I <3) 

o.ooooo 
o.ooooo 
o.ocooo 
o;ooono 
0.00000 

--
--------

-•. - --···-

-·-::-:.-=:·:::=--=-.--=::I-=~-..::... . ..:-

~OVING AVERAGE PARAMETERS· ----u 

MA C1) 

o,ooono u.ooono 
0.07139 O,OOGOO 

22,89942 6,87824 
37,14223 9,29637 
0,00000 O.OOhDO 
0,15635 0.000110 

4(,93015 10,01733 
10.16560 95.086~3 

0.00000 0,00000 
O.t8602 0,00000 
0,322~0 ~0.39423 
0,2S~84 ~u.37757 

-- -- O,ûtlöOO-- -·0;1)0!J(\O-
-1.02351 o.ooooo 

0,16520 -0.34842 
Q,L,!47 ~0.44018 

0,000(10 
o,uoooo 
0,21\602 

MA ( 1) 

c.ooooo 
0,00000 
C•, OQ0(11\ 

0,000!'10 
u.oouoo·. 
O.OMOO 

MACi.'> 

n.or.ooo 
0,!\0000 
O,fiüCOO 

o.ooooo 0 
o.oocoo ·z 
o.oooou 22 

32,7H54 15 
o.ooovo 0 
0.000(•0 2 
0,00000 16 
3.80257 19 
o.ooooo· o 
o.ooovo 3 
O.OO()fi0 5 
0.03575 4 
o. oouou·--· t1 -.. - --.-· --:c 
o.ooooo 25 
0,00000 ,. 
0.048110 5 

0,00000 
o.ooouo 
0.00000 

HA(3) 

o.ooooo 
0,00000 
o.roono 

, 
2 
3 

0. ()1;0(\ft 0,00000~' o.ooooo 
(•,00000 o.ooooo û,f\OGOO 

·• .. .:. -:~- """"":"":.-"":""":"" • .._""-:!" • 

---- - --- -· --·- ---- --· .... ...:.:· . ...:.-~- .. .:. :: ·-- .. 

----.-:.~-- ---::-:::··· -··- --~.::--·--::·--·-

- . :. ":': ~- ~- ··-· ---- -- - --
. --:=::.-:- • .. -:._ -:--- ---·- - - .. . - . :-·--:-:..·._ ~-.:.:..._;__ .· 

- .?j .., 
~~-
~. ·-~ 

: ... ' 
(X) 
(X) 



························~·············~····························································· 

COPENUI'IBERo::-3"10Z -- .. 

DATA,fROM LAST ITERAT)ON OF MARQUAROT ESTIMATtON PRnCEDURE 
l = 6 PI ~ 0.00062 

·-""" PT\ffAMETER STND,ERROR CORRELAT!ON MATRIX 

Ft ( 1) •0,10207 - 0,21!>9\/ 1,0000 0,0707 0,0056 

fl(2) ·,•0,6513V ·- 0,21405 0.0707 1,0000·0.0614 

XMEA~ 102.73083 254,16006 0.0056~0.0614 1,0000 

· ·--- SUM OF SQUARE'S • 

RES1DUAL VARIANCf • 3222000,16104 

RESIDU~L DEVIATION = 

OVERAll CONSTANT • 180,1341'>3 

~4~.346111 

CHECK 
FOR 9 OEGREES OF FR~EDOMrCHISOUARF. 4,74886 

~·. 

·············································~···································-····~···················~·~··········· 

-... ~. 

. _:;--:_-.:-:-·-
~- -·-

' 
;, ;.: 

• :7 --=~ -·:::-· ------:. 
_;..:...::::.:. =--- -~..:::-

-·...=-:::::-:::-.. ---=- -:-- -. 
--- .:__·:~-=-:..:·. -. 

-_.::-.:.;. ·::: . 

- ---- ~--· ;.. __ -=:::.-:;i:-:-:;-..;~·:.-;::~_..; 
-- - -· -- -- ·-.- ---

--------



< 
· F'"OI!EC A STS ~ó'R SER tE<; 3102 WITH MODEL BASF.D ON 20 0!3SF.RVATIONS 

"f 
\ 

--· 
YEH O~SFRVED Rf:STDUAL FéiRFCASTS FÖR LEADTIMES 

-· - 2 'o; 4 ~ 6 7 - s- ~ -.10 

1950 314(.5,00000 975,78501 ll.O n,n o.o {1,0 {1. 0- n.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 
1951 336fl7,00000 •2!>4,95019 (1,0 (),(1 o.o o.o "(!,(/ o.o ... o.o .. .. 0 ,1) 0,0 0,0 -· .. 
1952 33353.00000 •1451\,?4!-~2 o.o 0,0 .0,0 o.o o.o o. 0 . 0.0 0. 0 . o.o 0,0 
1953 34433,00000 620,03054 o.o 0,0 ·o.IJ o.o (), 0 o.o. o.o o.o o.u o.o 
1954 400(,6,00000 2941\, 57'>5R 37117,7 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,(1 [1 ,I) o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 
1955 42475,00000 -~070,1.374~ 41.51.5. 4 313949,1\ 0,0 o.o (J,("t 0,0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 
19 56 42Y7?, 00000 54Y,12':ó61, 4?42?'.-+ 46357,0 400n.S,ó 0,0 (1. (I (1. I) 0.0 o.o o.o 0,0 
, 9 )7 43337.00001.1 -2"'1"'.581f3 4~<JS3,CJ 1.4910,11 49372.4 41672,7 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
, 9 58 45337' 00000 203,37403 45135,8 51)1tll),r; 41\916,2 54182,9 44345,4 {1,0 0.0 o.o (J. 0 0,0 
1959 47ö90,0000û 447.1\4794 4744(.. 2 4705(),(> 52695,7 51297,7 58206,1 46405,8 (). 0 ·_ o.o .... 0.0 0,0 
1 9óo· '49265,00000 •233,50925 49408,4 48'-411,6 4~210,8 54R67,4 53033,7. f-132(·. 6 

.. 
48295,0 o.o 0, 0 .. 0,0 

1961 ... -·- szvso.ooooo 24oS,Ii052? ~os~o.~ 510l~.1 500'iö,3 49541.5 5~273.1 5607!-, 5 65220.7 50650.5: o. 0 --:·. 0,0 
1962 587M,OOOOO 1351,17799 57415,\1 5284H,IJ 5~351 ,9 52212,9 51534,9 62001<,(1 595~0.& 1.9812,8- 53250,0 .... 0,0 

w~-~1963-64d1 3. oOOOIJ--- 1 B25,i!61)03 62~11?,6 6U4;!5,7 55B9,4 55833,1 5t.33Y,1 sy;zs,9·- 6501$1·.-ê·- l'll371."3- 14002. 5·-7!1701, o --·-- -~ 
~~~~~ 1964 b9~1\4,000<'0 ·287,812~2 t>9671.' f>ó207,f> f'-3296,4 57176,5 57955,3 56163,1 5S2f>5,5 68197,8 65110,5 77962,8 

r·~~~. ~: ~~..,: ·, · 19óS. 74dY,OOOOO · ··~ 127,10917 (4111 ,9 74657,8 70724,Ö 67288,2 59260,6 60194,1! 58c!1b.6 57212.6 71913.5 oö502,0 
~~~~ 196~ 79056,00000 -1150,4241? ö020f>,'>" 79<)6'5,3 81\5115,2. 75942,4 71434,6 611J05,3 6?.!!'\6,5 t-0623.7 59482.3 75726,5. t·:~··" ,..-
' · 1967 84374,00000 5û1,9YO~O ö3-'li,U 1\1')055,1! o5l81,1:! S6513,6 80423.5 7~01'>,7. 61.51'.7. 3 65540.8 63025,3 t1764,! 

~.,_ 

, 1968• X6291,00000 ·-3554,70011 89ö4),f 1Sd893,0 91372.4 91049,0 9?008,9 1'4703,7 7P.735.0 .S61:145,6 68156,8 t:!:>377,3 
1969 a11131,ooooo- - •272,0158~ o!l401!,Y 95155,r. 94073,9 97000,7 96576,5 97727,9 89664,2 82987,8 69472.4 70921,5 \0 
F UTOR F 0 
19 70 0,00000 0,00000 92385,!! 929tl1. 9 100561,9 99285,0 103121.,? P2t-15,4 1038116,3 94!!66,4 87276,9 7d4Z ,6 
1911 o.ooooo 0,00000 0,0 96615,7 97201.6 106244,0 104569,1 109174,3 1(18612.6 110034.3 9Yl80.I:I 91394,6 
1972-. 0,00000 0,0\)000 0,0 0,0 99462,S 100154,2 112u1S,3 110006,1 1150119.4 114461.2 11t>077,2 1(14747,4 
1973 o.onooo 0,00000 0,') 0,0 o.o 102642,9 103550.2 1, 7777.9 11551,0,2 121246,3 12(1532.1 1U317,8 

-··· 1974 -0,00000· 0,00000 û,O 0,0 0,0 0,0 10ö870,3 107958,7 123663,5 121182,8 1~7646,5 120857,4 -
1975 0. 00000 -· 0,00000 0. •) 0,0 0. 0 0,(1 o.o 110953,7 "2155.1 129722,3 126902,3 134044,6 
1970 ·1),00000 ·-,;·:- _o,ooovo o,u o.o 0. 0. 0,0 0, (I o.o 114549,9 115!!93.8 13:>ö63,4 132747,4 

----. 1977 u,ooooo O,OO!lOO 0. 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.o· 0,0 (1,0 118469,8 11<,1997,4 H-!063,5 
_,978 o, oooou ~:::: -:;· 0,00000. 0,0 0,0 0. 0 -- ·- 0,0 o.o o,o o.o u.o 122854,1 124542,1 

-· -- 1979 . 0,00000 tl,OOOGO o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 (1,0 o.o 127160,3 
19óO· o .• ooooo ~~~· . 0,00000 o,u 0,0 o,o- 0,0 o,c 0' 0 .. -- 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.o 

-
122v,6 7991.8 9641.0 

7

11372,5 ,3279,8 15289,2 

-=o: •• '---:. ·· ::_ ~-y~UTPtJî·,.:t?t !tOlt· Htl GtV~S: 
,_ -~--- - . '-.-:...c· "~===,.=.o,_::._~;.~OBS ERVE D \I .Al UF.'" IN TH AT YE A i! . 

~- -~----:- = 
·--~--- .. ·--~-- ... ~-. 

-- --···· - . ---- -· -- ---
: . . ; - - - -- ::· . - ~-- .::. .. ·;:...:.:..::...:~;_.:. ---- ~- - -:: .:.~. 

~~·:; ~.o:.~:·· ,- -:~·-:.z~-:c:~_· :c="'-c•-·ONë"'~TfiH•~IiEAll"-?ORECAST · f11i~OR 
~ -"'-=-·--' -' .~-"---=~-;;·THe-'"'FORE.CASiS -FOR -THE VALUë IN VEAR 

;:·::-:. ::..o-·;".;···!"~YIJIP.~~-0~_/\_~EA~ONA~~-OF. THE TABLE GJVES i!IE 

- . .:..;.--~:::--::.·-=:::=-
- --- ··--· --- - -
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The rele~ant output of USM~ for the first 20 observations 

of series A is presentedon pages 92and 93. On these 

pages we have added the comparable results of Box & 

Jenkins for (a) the autocorrelationfunction and (b) the 

initial estimates in the identified model. We see that 

the model with the smallest reduction factor in USM~ is 

included in the identification results of Box & Jenkinso 

(we have to remark that Box & Jenkins retain their two 

roodels for series A even after their diagnostic checking 

stage: they select not ~"best" model)o 

The final results of this experiment with series A, B and 

E (random choice) are sununarized on page 94, 

Concerning these testresults we want to make three re

marks 

(a) The standard errors (in brackets) and residual variau

ces are in general smaller for the B & J results~ 

Since they use a larger series length, this is not 

unexpected. Note also that the B & J parameter 

estimates are within the confidence limits of the 

USM~ estimates" 

(b) the differing results for series B can be accounted 

for by the very small value of the moving average 

parameter (0.09 ~ Oo05), This detail is lost in the 

short series case. (The model that scores second best 

on the reduction factor in USM~ is in this case the 

model at which Box & Jenkins arrive, 
2. 

However, since the ~test gives no evidence of 

model inadequacy, the purely random model \J ~ é = "--t:

is given as the final result) 

(c) The USM~ roodels for the series A and E, are included 

in the modeling results of Box & Jenkinso As a matter 

of fact, USM~ gives the most parsimonious model of 

these results. That is, the model with the smallest 

number of parameters" 
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Generalizing the results of the three experiments we 

conclude: 

(a) that USM~ yields a 'best' model that is also the 

'best' model·in the Box & Jenkins proeeduren 

(b) that the serieslength has a marginal effect on the 

results of the roedeling procedure, within limits 

that are much wider thans could be expected in ad-

vance. 

(It would be interesting to experiment with US~~ in 

order to find the minimal serieslength that gives 

sensible results. We have not done this; compare, 

however, remark (c) in sec.4-.5.1.4.) 

4.5o3.r Use of USMçZI in modeling macro-economie E_rocesseso 

Outside the place of this program in the strategy formu

lated in chapter 3, this program could be used for: 

(a) forecasting of purely exogenous variab~es" These fore

casts are necessary for policy evaluation with an 

econometrie or simulation model 

(b) forecasting of instrumental variables. These forecasts 

represent an 'unchanged' policy, that is, a policy 

proportional to that in the past. Hence, via an 

econometrie or simulation model, one can evaluate 

the consequences of this unchanged policy" 

(c) forecasting of 'endogenous' variables. For instanee 

the 'national account statistics' that are necessary 

for the application of an updating procedure to 

inp~t-output tables. 

In general, if can be used for forecasting a time series; 

these forecasts and the appropriate forecast errors, can 

serve directly or indirectly (via other mode.ls) as a 

'base of reference' in policy evaluationo 
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In order to investigate whether program USM~ provides a 

'fast and easy' method of obtaining forecasts for some 

economie variable, about which an observed time series is 

available, we have selected three time series from the 

data available about the Peruvian economy. Project UNI-

~- KHT has arranged a data bank in which the variab~es are 

coded with the numbers 3000 to 4000 (not all numbers are 

used). Using a table with aselect numbers we 'aselected' 

3623, 3032 and 3702. 

One run with USM~ for these three series, yielded the 

final models summarized on page 97 " This run of USM~ 

shows that the program gives results for each input series" 

In view of sec. 4.5.2., we may assume that the program 

gives 'good' results. 

However, the results for series\~32 seem~ rather strange 

at first sight. A residual deviation of zero means that 

the fitted model gives completely exact forecastso As a 

curiosity we give on page 98 the forecastmatrix for this 

serie_s ,· whd.ch shows that the forecasts are indeed exact. 

An explanation of this result can be given: the variable 

IFXBGEW (which is used in an econometrie model, and there

fore occurs in the data bank) was not observed but con

structed from: 

IFXBGEW = IFXGEW - MIGEW 

IFXGEW = 7630e6 + 704 * t 

MIGEW = 1977.8 + 335 ~ t 

or Wt = IFXBGEW = 5632.8 + 369~t 

and hence ~t:. = V vJ-é = 369 = constant" 
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4.5.4. Some notes. 

This sectien is a colleetien of some final remarks on program USM~, 

and some suggestions for future research on roodels for one time series. 

(a) Warning. Although the results described above are rather good, 

we ~nt to warn at this place for too much confidence in program 

USM~. The experiments described are the only experiments we have 

made with this version of USM~; hence we can not guarantee that it 

will give the 'best' model for each input series. 

(b) Program failure. The only case in which the program fails, 

except wrong input cards,is when the Marquardt algorithm,or more 

exact,our sub-program for the algorithm,fails. From experiments 

with USES.we found that,when moving average parameters are included, 

· this program has a rather slow convergence,when it converges at all. 

We have not been able to detect whether this originates in the 

algorithm or in our program. Our current solution (restart when PI 

is out of bounds) is not very elegant and requires improvement. 

Remark however,that this problem has no impact on our solutions 

for the transfer of tasks from model-builder to computer. 

(c) Modifications. After the Marquardt algorithm, annother weak spot 

is subroutine CHECK. We feel that the sample t- 2 test is not enough 

for the decision on model-inadequacy (in our experiments, the/t test 

never indicated inadequacy ) . The rather good performance with the 

Box & Jenkins test series { and our private time limit ) has 

prevented some research in alternative checking methods (e.g. the 

periodegram test (1,p294),spectral density test (4,p260)). 

Annother point is an evaluation of the 'goodness of fit'. The 

forcasterrorseries in absolute values, as presented in the forecast

matrix, is not easy to interpret. Other quantitative methods for 

the representation of the goodness or lack of fit shoud be implem

ented. (e.g. relative errors;Theil inequality test). 
\~ ' 

(d) Research. We mention only two intersting questions: 

-~-minimal serieslength that gives accepaable results. 

---consequences of logtransferm (better forecasts?). 
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